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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

1.1.1 Safety-critical Systems

There are computer systems embedded into a wide variety of applications,
for instance digital wrist watches and portable CD players. The failure of
a wrist watch or a CD player would hardly pose a threat to anyones safety.
Avizienis et al [ALRL04] provide us with the following definition of the
term safety:

Safety is the absence of catastrophic consequences on the user(s)
and the environment.

If a failure of a system might lead to a hazard, (a threat to health,
life or environment) it is said to be a safety-critical system. Let´s turn
our attention away from the systems which are not safety-critical, e.g. the
wrist watch and the DVD player. Instead, we think of what a failure in an
automobile, some sort of advanced medical equipment, or a military robot,
could lead to. If one of these systems fails to work as intended, the failure
might lead to a hazardous state. Consider a medical radiation therapy
system that due to a design flaw amplifies the intensity of the radiation
tremendously, above the recommended radiation limits. It would have fatal
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consequences for the patients, but it would not necessarily be easy to track
the effects back to the cause. To pin-point the radiation therapy system as
the cause, and to identify the faulty sub-system or component, could take
a long time. Unfortunately this is not an extreme example just fabricated
by the author of this thesis. This actually happened, with the Therac-25
system, between 1985 and 1987. Therac-25 was a radiation therapy system
which was used in the US and in Canada during the 1980´s. Due to poor
software engineering procedures, poor instructions to the operators, and
poor safety engineering, at least 6 persons lost their lives due to severe
radiation burn. Estimates indicate that some of the patients received up to
100 times the intended dose. A previous version of the therapy system, the
Therac-20, suffered from many of the same software flaws, did not cause
any injuries, since it had a superior system for monitoring the electron
beam scanning[Lev95].

1.1.2 Fault tolerance

In this thesis we will use Avizienis et al´s[ALRL04] definition of the term
fault tolerance:

to avoid service failures in the presence of faults

Fault tolerance is a desirable attribute of any system. However, for
many systems little time or effort is invested in design for fault tolerance.
It is simply too expensive, compared to the economical loss caused by an
eventual failure. If the sluggishness of a wrist watch cause you missed
appointments, you blame the battery. You do not expect a watch to warn
you of low battery level. The designers of the wrist watch do not invest
time and money in developing a fault tolerant system, simply because it
would not pay off in the form of increased revenues. For every system which
is to be designed, someone should answer questions like:

• What are the consequences of a system failure?

• Can we afford to let the system fail, as soon as one of the subsystems
fails?

• Can we afford to let it fail as soon as the environment of the system
is behaving in an unexpected or faulty way?
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In other words, someone has to decide whether to invest in fault tolerance
or not.

There can be reasons to strive for fault tolerance, even if the failure
of the system cannot cause a threat to health, life or environment. The
most obvious case is when the system could cause severe economical loss
if failing. One example of such a system is an administration system for
stock markets, and another example is the two robots currently exploring
the surface of the planet Mars. Both of these examples are cases where a
system failure would cause severe economical loss.

There are well known ways to develop fault-tolerant systems, for in-
stance by using error detection and fault masking. Designing for fault
tolerance is merely the first step. In order to actually validate the system,
the developer must perform testing to ensure fault tolerance, for example
by injecting faults into the system.

However, as Edsger W. Dijkstra expressed it[Dij05]:

Testing can never demonstrate the absence of errors, only their
presence.

If the fault tolerance of the system is crucial, the fault tolerance should
be formally verified as well. This means that the fault tolerance properties
are proved using formal methods. Testing can only tell us what will hap-
pen in a predefined setting, but formal verification can actually tell us what
will not happen as well. For instance, it can verify that a certain system
state is never reached. There are commercial design tools which render
models, which can be formally verified. This approach is usable for de-
signing and verifying models in a relatively inexpensive way. Scade[Tec05],
Statemate[IL05] and Esterel Studio[Tec05] are such tools. In this thesis
work, the latter has been used.

Fault treee analysis (FTA) can be described as an analytical technique,
whereby an undesired state of the system is specificed, and the system
is then analyzed in the context of its environment and operation to find
all credible ways in which the undesired event can occur[VGRH81]. The
fault tree itself is a graphic model of the various parallel and sequential
combinations of faults that will result in the occurrence of the predefined
undesired event. A fault tree depicts the logical interrelationships of basic
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events that lead to the undesired event (which is the top event of the fault
tree)[VGRH81].

The idea behind fault mode effect analysis (FMEA)[Sto96] is to find
possible consequences of a certain fault mode in a certain component. The
fundamental difference between FTA and FMEA is that the former uses
the top-down approach and analyzes which faults could possibly cause this
failure, whereas the latter uses the bottom-up approach.

System design, hazard analysis and system verification of critical sys-
tems are traditionally done in separate stages of product development and
by different teams of engineers[kNTS99]. There is often a significant gap
between the designers of the system and the safety engineers, who carry
out the hazard analyses.

1.1.3 Formal verification of fault tolerance

Formal verification means verifying that a system design meets the speci-
fication without actual execution. Essentially, it consists in making asser-
tions about the design, by formulating properties based on the specification
of the system, and applying mathematical and logical rules to prove that
the design meets these properties.

The main advantage of formal verification is that it can prove whether
a design meets the specification, which dynamic verification cannot (un-
less the system can be exhaustively tested, i.e. the design is trivial). As
mentioned, testing can only show the presence, not the absence of errors.

One example of a commercial environment for modeling and formal
verification of systems is Esterel Studio[Tec05], which is built around the
synchronous language Esterel [INR05]. It can be used to model a system,
run simulations on the model, verify the model formally, and finally compile
the model into code, either C for software implementations or VHDL or
Verilog for hardware implementations.

Åkerlund, Nadjm-Tehrani and St̊almarck [kNTS99] have suggested a
method for formal verification of fault tolerance. The basic idea is to
base the functional analysis and the reliability analysis on the same system
model. There are three stages in the analysis of the model[kNTS99]:

1. Functional correctness of the design is checked in the absence of fail-
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ures.

2. The functional model is augmented with failure modes. A failure
mode describes a way in which a specific part of a system could fail.

3. The reliability of the model is analyzed, by checking which failure
modes and combinations of failure modes leads to a certain system
failure.

The practical use of the approach has been evaluated, by formally verify-
ing a test case model of a real, industrial, system in Esterel Studio[Ham02],
in a master thesis work by Jerker Hammarberg [HNT04]. The conclusion
was that the approach can be used for reliability analysis of real industrial
systems. However, if the third stage of the analysis could be performed
automatically instead of manually it might make the method even more
useful.

1.2 Problem Formulation

There is a growing need for both automatic fault tolerance analysis and
automatic generation of a summary of the results, in a suitable form. One
form that could be suitable is a tree of faults, similar to the fault trees which
result from FTA, since the safety engineers are used to this representation.

This thesis work should help answering the following questions:

• Could analysis of fault tolerance of Esterel models, using model check-
ing, be automated?

• Could a fault tree-like representation of the result of this fault toler-
ance analysis be generated automatically?

• Apart from the critical fault combinations which are reported from
the automated verification, can additional useful information be gen-
erated automatically as well?
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1.3 Objective

This thesis will present the implementation of a support tool for Esterel
Studio with functionality for creating verification benches for Esterel mod-
els, performing automatic formal verification of fault tolerance, generation
of fault trees from the verification result, and generation of additional in-
formation about critical fault combination. In particular, this thesis will:

• Demonstrate how fault tolerance analysis based on formal verification
can be automated and used on Esterel models.

• Demonstrate how FTA-like fault trees can be generated from the
results of this automated fault tolerance analysis.

• Demonstrate that interesting attributes of the relationship between
a critical fault combination and the input signals can be generated
automatically as well.

1.4 Method

In short, to achieve the objectives of this thesis work, the following was
done:

Initially, the subjects fault tolerance, formal verification and safety en-
gineering were studied. The result of these studies was described in chapter
2, 3 and 4.

The support tool for Esterel Studio was developed, and the development
process is presented in chapters 5, 6, 7, and 8. The main feature of the
tool should be automatic analysis of fault tolerance properties of models,
and the exportation of the result of the verification in a form suitable for
further analysis.

When the development work was finished, the tool was tested by using
it to verify fault tolerance of an existing Esterel model, and to export
the results to the commercial safety engineering suite ItemSoft ItemKit,
where they were visualized as fault trees. The functionality for retrieving
additional information about the fault combinations was demonstrated in
the same way. The conclusions drawn from the demonstration, and some
suggestions for further work, can be found in the last chapter.
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1.5 Contribution

This thesis work contributes to analysis of fault tolerance in the follow-
ing way: To demonstrate and evaluate a method to go directly from an
Esterel-model with fault modes and observers, to a presentation of the
fault tolerance of the model. Thus the thesis aims to bridge one of the
gaps between the design engineer and the safety engineer, which is highly
desirable. This should be done by letting the tool do an automatic formal
verification to find all fault combinations (up to a certain level, for instance
double-fault combinations) which can lead to a certain failure, and trans-
lating the result into a tree of faults. It should be possible to export this
tree of faults to a safety engineering suite for further analysis, for instance
to calculate the probability of the failure. It should also show how addi-
tional useful information about the fault combinations can be generated
and presented.

1.6 Scope of the work

Directions on which programming language, development environment and
which verification environment to build a plug-in for, as well as which safety
engineering tool to export the verification results to, were given at the
beginning of this thesis work. Thus motivations of these choices clearly fall
beyond the scope of this work.

The support tool is designed for use with Esterel Studio and ItemKit.
It should be possible to use the conclusions drawn from this thesis work for
other design and verification tools and safety engineering environments as
well. However, there has been no ambition to make the support tool itself
compatible with other tools.

The conclusions of the work are intended to be as general as possible.
The tool is not meant for industrial use, it is merely intended to demon-
strate what can be accomplished with this approach.

The tool is tested using an existing test case model.

This thesis deals both with fault tolerance and formal verification. The
design of software and hardware for fault tolerance will only be touched
upon in the chapter of fault tolerance theory.
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No formal investigation was made to find out which additional informa-
tion about the fault combinations the user of the tool could need. Instead,
the choice of information to generate, and the form for presenting the in-
formation to the user, were made after reasoning about the users needs.
This is due to lack of time, and it would be interesting to investigate the
needs of the designers more thoroughly.

1.7 Audience

This thesis is written with the intention that fellow engineering students
with a good general knowledge of computer science should have no trouble
understanding it. The key audience of this work is people with an interest
in dependability. However, to avoid excluding all others, summaries of
the theories of fault tolerance and formal verification are given. Readers
already familiar with these concepts should be able to skip these sections,
without loss of understanding.

1.8 Readers guide

In Chapter 2, the relation between fault tolerance is related to the other
components which together form the notion of dependability. This chapter
should give a very brief overview of the notion of dependability, illustrate
the role of fault tolerance, and present a precise definition of notions such
as fault, failure and error.

Chapter 3 presents ways to design for fault tolerance, as well as the
major methods used in fault tolerance analysis. Furthermore, we have a
brief look on the subject of safety critical systems.

In Chapter 4 benefits from, as well as alternatives to, formal verifi-
cation are presented. The formal verification process in Esterel Studio is
summarized.

Chapter 5 provide a summary of the requirements posed on the tool.
These requirements form the base for the development of the tool.

Chapter 6 serves as a description of the development of the tool. The
architectural design, including class diagrams, sequence diagrams, descrip-
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tions and motivations of major design decisions, is presented. The features
of the tool are presented in some detail.

In Chapter 7 the two algorithms which form the centre piece of the
whole tool are presented in detail.

The testing and evaluation of the tool is presented in Chapter 8.
In Chapter 9, the conclusions from the thesis work are drawn, and

some future work is suggested.
The Appendix contains a complete code listing, as well as screen shots

from the graphical user interface. Both should complement Chapter 6-7,
and support the reader in understanding how the tool works.



1.8. Readers guide
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Chapter 2

The notion of
Dependability

2.1 Overview

There is a lack of common definitions of the concepts used within the field of
system safety. Computer scientists, as well as computer engineers, speak of
faults, errors and failures, but disagree on exactly how these notions should
be defined. Thus there is an apparent risk of misunderstanding. In order
to understand this thesis, it is especially important to grasp the chosen
definition of what a fault is. This chapter should present the central notions
in the field of dependability and system safety. Some of the definitions
which are presented in the chapter are very vague, and seem more like
descriptions than definitions. That is also the purpose which they will
serve in this thesis: as a description and something to relate the more
concrete definitions to. It is clearly stated which definitions will be used
throughout the rest of the thesis.



2.1. Overview

2.1.1 Introduction to dependability

To put some context around the concept of fault tolerance it will be pre-
sented as a part of the dependability framework suggested by Avizienis,
Laprie, Randell and Landwehr [ALRL04], which is illustrated in figure 2.1.
In this way the relationship between fault tolerance and closely related
notions will be explained. They chose to characterize computer systems
by five fundamental properties: functionality, usability, performance, cost,
and dependability, and let fault tolerance be one out of four means to at-
tain dependability. They define the dependability of a system as its ability
to deliver service that can justifiably be trusted. The level of service of a
system is how well it fulfills what it is intended to do, according to its user.
Furthermore, dependability is seen as an aggregation of the attributes reli-
ability, availability, safety, security, survivability and maintainability. It is
threatened by errors, faults and failures. The means for avoiding or han-
dling those threats are fault prevention, fault removal, fault forecasting and
fault tolerance.

This view is not undisputed. For instance, Leveson [Lev95] claims that
there are no advantages in using an abstract notion (dependability) defined
as an aggregation of several other notions. She claims that it results in a loss
of understanding, since the focus is removed from the underlying notions.
However, in this thesis it does not matter, since two underlying notions,
faults and fault tolerance, and not dependability in general, are in focus.

Johnson [Joh96] suggests a slightly different version of the dependability
framework, where dependability is an aggregation of reliability, availability,
safety, performability, maintainability and testability.
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Figure 2.1: The threats, means and attributes of dependability [ALRL04]
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2.2 Threats

In the framework presented by Avizienis, Laprie and Randell [ALRL04],
the enlisted threats to dependability are errors, faults and failures:

A system failure occurs when the system deviates from the
intended behavior in an unacceptable way. A fault is the ad-
judged or hypothesized cause of an error, the reason to an error.
It can be a mistake or a defect. A fault can be both internal
and external to the system. An error is a symptom of the fault,
an internal state of the system which might cause a subsequent
failure. If this symptom is propagated to the service interface
and unacceptably alters the service delivered by the system to
its user, a failure is at hand. Thus, an error is internal, but if
it alters the service delivered to the user of the system in an
unacceptable way, it is causing a failure.

There is a circular dependency in these definitions which might make
them hard to grasp. Let us take a look at some alternative definitions:

According to Leveson [Lev95], a failure is the inability of the system
or component to perform the function it is intended to perform, under
a specific time and under specific environmental conditions. She defines
errors as design flaws or deviations from a desired or intended state. Thus,
a failure is an event, and an error is a state. She describes faults as higher
order failures. For instance, when a valve is not closing although it should,
a fault occurs. It might be caused by a valve failure, or a failure somewhere
else in the system (for instance that the signal telling the system to close
the valve is faulty). These definitions seem less straightforward compared
to Avizienis definitions.

Krishna and Shin [KS99] propose the following definitions of errors,
faults and failures:

A hardware fault is some physical defect that can cause a
component to malfunction. A software fault is a bug that can
cause the program to fail for a given set of inputs. An error is a
manifestation of a fault. For example, a broken wire will cause
an error if the system tries to propagate a signal through it.
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Thus Krishna and Shin call errors manifestations of faults, and Avizienis
et al call them symptoms of faults.

Douglass [Dou99] writes that

Failures are events occurring at specific times. Errors are
more static and are inherent characteristics of the system, as in
design errors. A fault is an unsatisfactory system condition or
state. Thus, failures and errors are different kinds of faults.

This might describe the notions well, but seen as definitions they are vague.
According to Johnson [Joh96], faults are physical defects, imperfections,

or flaws which occur within some hardware or software components. He
sees an error as a manifestation of a fault, in the form of a deviation from
accuracy or correctness. Furthermore, he states that a system failure has
occurred if the error results in the system performing one of its functions
incorrectly.

To summarize: the definitions used by Avizienis and Johnson seem more
straightforward, and therefore the following definitions will be used in this
thesis:

• A fault is the cause of an error. It can be a mistake or a defect and
it can be both internal and external to the system [ALRL04].

• An error is a manifestation of a fault [Joh96].

• A failure occurs when an error causes unacceptably incorrect func-
tionality of the system [ALRL04].

The characteristics of a fault will be presented in chapter 3.
The following example might bring some clarity: Assume that we pur-

chase a brand new PC. Unfortunately, negligence during the assembly of
the system lead to minor faults in one of the RAM modules. During the use
of the system, the faulty memory might lead to errors. The errors might
propagate to the service interface and alter the function of the system in an
unacceptable way. For instance, the user of the system might consider the
situation unacceptable when some applications cannot be started anymore,
or keep freezing. But if he doesn’t, and just ignores the errors, there still is
no failure, just an error propagating within the system. If he does nothing
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about the situation, the error might propagate even further. Eventually,
when he cannot stand that the system freezes every now and then, he will
probably consider the function of the system as unacceptably altered.

A failure in one system can be a fault in another system. For instance,
the inappropriate assembly of the PC might be due to bad instructions
from the supervisor.

2.3 Attributes

The dependability of a system has the following attributes: availability, reli-
ability, safety, confidentiality, integrity, maintainability and these attributes
are measures to quantify the dependability of the system [ALRL04].

Of course, the attributes, or measures, of dependability can be grouped
together in various ways: the attributes suggested by Avizienis et al are
not set in stone.

Different systems pose different requirements on the attributes. The
main subject for this thesis is fault tolerance in safety-critical systems, so
clearly the systems discussed in this text will have very high requirements
on safety.

Availability

Avizienis et al[ALRL04] defines availability as readiness for correct service,
whereas Johnson [Joh96] considers availability to be the probability that
a system is operating correctly and is available to perform its functions at
the instant of time, t.

Reliability

According to Johnson [Joh96], reliability is the probability that the system
operates correctly throughout a complete interval of time. It is most often
used to characterize systems in which even momentary periods of incorrect
performance are unacceptable, or it is impossible to repair the system.
Avizienis [ALRL04] defines reliability as continuity of correct service.
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There is a clear distinction between reliability and availability: avail-
ability takes a specific instant in time into account, whereas reliability is
an attribute of an interval of time. Thus even if the availability of a system
is high, the reliability can still be low, e.g. if there are frequent but very
time-limited failures.

Safety

Avizienis et al [ALRL04] define safety as the absence of catastrophic conse-
quences on the user(s) and the environment, while Leveson [Lev95] defines
it as freedom from accidents or losses.

Johnson [Joh96] points out a very important distinction:

Safety and reliability differ because reliability is the probability
that a system will perform its function correctly, while safety is
the probability that a system will either perform its functions
correctly or will discontinue the functions in a manner that
causes no harm.

Safety-critical systems do not only need to be functionally correct, they
must also deliver acceptable service in presence of faults.

To readers whose native language is Swedish, it is important to note
the distinction between security and safety, since the same word is used for
both of them in Swedish, namely Säkerhet. Security deals with who can
do things with and to a system, and safety deals with what the system can
cause or prevent, in the form of threats to life health or environment. In
this framework, security is a combination of confidentiality and integrity.

Confidentiality

In the framework suggested by Avizienis et al [ALRL04], confidentiality is
the absence of unauthorized disclosure of information.

Integrity

The term integrity was defined by Avizienis et al [ALRL04] as the absence
of improper system state alterations. They defined maintainability as the
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ability to undergo repairs and modifications. Johnson [Joh96] suggests a
slightly more mathematical definition by writing that maintainability is
the probability that a failed system will be restored to an operational state
within a period of time t.

2.4 Means

Seen from the Avizienis framework [ALRL04] perspective, there are four
means which can be combined in order to maximize the dependability of a
system.

To sum it all up, here follows a brief description of the four means:
Fault prevention or fault avoidance is all the measures which can be

taken during the design and manufacturing in order to prevent faults from
being introduced to the system. Radiation shielding, information hiding,
firewalls, and structured programming are just a few examples of fault
preventive measures.

Fault tolerance is the measures which can be taken to assure that the
system can provide its functions to the user in the presence of faults. More
straightforward; the means which assure that faults do not lead to system
failures. Examples of such means are error detection and fault and error
containment. Fault tolerance will be discussed thoroughly in chapter 3.

Fault removal is the process in which faults are removed from the sys-
tem, and it includes measures occurring both during the design as well as
during the operation. During the design phase there are several steps to
take: verification, diagnosis, and removal. The verification means checking
whether the system meets the requirements. If not, the faults are diagnosed,
and finally the necessary corrections are made. However, verification only
verifies how well the design meets the requirements. The process for check-
ing whether the requirements are correct (i.e. matches the needs of the
users) is called validation.

Fault forecasting is the measures which can be taken to evaluate in
respect to the faults which can affect the system. The evaluation aims
at predicting which fault modes can lead to system failures. Ideally, the
fault modes can be identified, classified and ranked (for instance according
to criticality). Furthermore, the probability of the fault modes and the
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system failures can be approximated. Fault forecasting will be discussed
further in Chapter 3.

[Joh96] [KS99] [BW01] [ALRL04]
Different applications of dependable computing, especially fault tolerant

computing, are presented in Chapter 3.
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Chapter 3

Fault tolerance

3.1 Overview

In this chapter, the following topics will be discussed:

• Which kinds of systems need fault tolerance?

• Into which categories can a fault be classified? We will take an extra
close look on failure modes.

• In which ways can a system be designed for fault tolerance? Different
types of redundancy are paid extra attention.

• Which levels of fault tolerance are there?

• Which are the most prominent methods for fault tolerance analysis?

• How can the fault tolerance of an Esterel model be analyzed?

3.2 Applications of Fault Tolerance

The applications of fault tolerant computing can be sorted into the follow-
ing categories [Joh96]:
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Critical computations The correctness of a computation can be ab-
solutely critical, for instance in control systems in avionics and in
some industrial control systems. Fault tolerant design can be very
useful for raising the probability of a correct result of the computa-
tion.

Long-life applications The most obvious example of systems which have
to remain operational for a very long time are the unmanned space-
crafts, or satellites. On the other hand, a failure of a long-life systems
can often be accepted, as long as it can be made operational again.
Satellite systems can often tolerate temporary erroneous results, as
long as they can be automatically reconfigured, and return to opera-
tion after a short time.

High availability If the probability of receiving service when it is re-
quested is required to be very high, the system is required to have a
high availability. Examples of such systems are banking systems and
stock market administration systems. Stock brokers cannot accept
that their purchase orders are delayed for half an hour.

Maintenance postponement When maintenance is very expensive, or
difficult to perform, fault tolerance can be used for maintenance post-
ponement purposes. One reason can be that the system is located in a
very remote place (the international space station, telephone switch-
ing systems, etc). Even if the maintenance cannot be avoided, it can
hopefully be postponed until a scheduled repairment visit.

3.3 Fault Classification

The faults in a system can be classified according to the different attributes
of the fault. Cause, nature, duration and extent are such attributes. An-
other attribute is the failure mode.

The cause of a fault could be for instance inadequate specifications, im-
plementation mistakes, the failure of one or more components (component
manufacturing imperfections, component wear-out) and external distur-
bance [Joh96]. Component failures are said to be correlated, if they have
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the same cause, or if one causes the other.
When we speak about the nature of the fault, we refer to whether it is

a fault in the hardware, in the software, in the digital circuitry or in the
analog circuitry.

The duration of a fault can be classified as either permanent, transient
or intermittent [BW01].

• Permanent faults remain as long as no corrective actions are taken.

• Transient faults appear and disappear after some, often short, length
of time. They are often caused by external disturbance.

• Intermittent faults appear, disappear, and reappear repeatedly. For
instance, a system with heat sensitive components might experience
such faults.

The extent of the fault can be described as a measure of to which extent
the consequences of the fault are spread in the system [Joh96]. Are they
localized to a specific module, or does the fault cause errors globally in the
system? Does the fault affect both hardware and software?

An especially important way of categorizing faults, when analyzing a
systems fault tolerance, is determining which failure mode it has. Put
simply, the failure mode tells us how the examined component, module, or
system fails due to the fault. Papadopoulos et al categorize failure modes
according to how the failure can be observed at the component outputs of
the examined part of the system [PMSH01]. Thus it describes the local
failure behavior of the component under examination, regardless of the
origin of fault.

1. Service provision failures such as omission of commission of the out-
put. Omission failure means that the service is never delivered. The
opposite, the delivery of a service which is not expected at all, is
called a commission or impromptu failure [BW01].

2. Timing failures such as the early or late delivery of the output.

3. Failures in the value domain. Within the value domain there are two
basic groups: in range and out of range failures. The former has a
value which is incorrect, but still within the expected range [BW01].
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Service provision failures can be seen as extreme versions of timing
failures.

3.4 Design for fault tolerance

There are several methods for making a system more tolerant to faults. In
the framework for dependability suggested by Avizienis et al [ALRL04], we
find the following:

Fault masking is a technique for preventing faults to cause errors. Even
if the faults cannot be removed, it might be possible to mask them, so that
they have no real effect. To recognize that a fault has occurred is often a
prerequisite for initiating a recovery. Fault detection is often used in non-
fault tolerant designs. Even if the system cannot prevent the system from
failing due to the fault, it might at least be able to tell the user that the
system is faulty. Fault location is often an important step. The process of
isolating the fault, to prevent it from propagating throughout the system, is
called fault containment. The reconfiguration of a faulty system, to regain
its operational status, or to ensure that it remains operational, is called
fault recovery.

3.4.1 Redundancy

If fault detection or fault tolerance is required, redundancy in some form is
required as well [Joh96]. Redundancy is the extra capacity in the system,
which is not necessary for providing full functionality, as long as there are
no faults in the system [BW01].

There are two fundamental types of Hardware redundancy: passive and
active. Passive hardware redundancy means using fault masking to hide
faults and preventing them from causing errors. Active hardware redun-
dancy detects faults, and performs actions to remove the faulty hardware,
after locating it. Hybrid hardware redundancy is the combination of passive
and active hardware redundancy [Joh96].

There are several well-known methods to get software redundancy. Two
of the most well-known methods are N-self-checking programming and re-
covery blocks [Joh96].
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The time redundancy approach is built on the fact that if there is enough
spare time, the correctness of the result of a computation or transmission
can be checked. Some time redundancy methods can detect transient faults,
and some can detect permanent faults [KS99].

Information redundancy means adding information to enable fault de-
tection and fault masking. It can be achieved with error-detecting and
error-correcting codes, or by mapping the information into formats which
provide redundant information. One very simple and frequently used ex-
ample of an error-detecting code is parity coding [Joh96].

Which type of redundancy, or rather which combination of redundancy
types to use, depends on the application [Joh96].

3.5 Levels of fault tolerance

There are several different levels of fault tolerance, for instance:
Full fault-tolerance, also called fail-operational, means that the system

continues to provide full service without loss of functionality or perfor-
mance, at least for a limited time after the fault manifestation [Lev95].

Graceful degradation, also called fail-soft, means that the system con-
tinues to provide service for at least a limited time after the fault manifes-
tation, while its functionality and performance is degraded [BW01].

Fail-safe, also called fail-passive, systems attempts to limit the threat
to safety caused by failures [Lev95]. The functional services are ignored,
unless they are necessary to ensure safety. A classic example of a fail-safe
system is a traffic-light controller [KS99]. When a failure is detected, all
lights are set to flashing yellow, to warn the users of the system.

A Fail-stop system responds to faults by simply stopping rather than
delivering faulty output [BW01].

3.6 Fault tolerance analysis

In this section, two of the most prominent methods used within the field of
system safety will be presented. When applied right, they can be efficient
tools for raising for instance the fault tolerance of a system. Both of these
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methods are closely related to the tool which was developed during this
thesis work. Before describing the methods, we will have a brief look at
the system engineering process, and in which steps fault tolerance analysis
can be applied.

3.6.1 System engineering and system safety

A number of different system engineering life-cycle models have been pro-
posed and one of the mostly used is the V-model [Pfl01]. It is recommended
for software design and development of safety-related systems by the Inter-
national Electrotechnical Commission, in the IEC standard 61508 [Ehr03].
One of the advantages of this model is that it relates the testing activities
to analysis and design [Pfl01] in a clear way.

In this life-cycle model, which can be seen in figure 3.1 what must be
built is defined on the left half of the V. On the right half of the V, it is
built and verified against the specification on the left-hand side [SBJA98].

Figure 3.1: The widely acclaimed life cycle model called the V-model
[SBJA98]
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System safety analysis can be divided into four stages, based on when
they are performed and their various goals [Lev95].

Preliminary Hazard Analysis (PHA) is used in the early life cycle stages
to identify critical system functions and broad system hazards.

System Hazard Analysis (SHA) starts when the design matures and
continues as the design is updated and changes are made. The purpose is
to recommend changes and controls and evaluate design responses to safety
requirements.

Subsystem Hazard Analysis (SSHA) is started when the subsystems are
designed in sufficient detail, and it is updated as the design matures. The
purpose is to identify hazards associated with the design of the subsystems.

Operating and Support Hazard Analysis (OSHA) identifies hazards and
risk reduction procedures during all phases of system use and maintenance.

System safety analysis and system verification procedures are tradi-
tionally performed in separate stages of the product development and by
different teams of engineers, and sometimes on different models of the sys-
tem [kNTS99]. It would be preferable if both types of procedures could
be linked together and carried out in parallel, using the same model of
the system. Åkerlund et al [kNTS99] suggested an approach whereby this
can be done and the approach was evaluated by Hammarberg in a master
thesis [Ham02]. The tool which was developed during this thesis work is
supposed to demonstrate how parts of that approach can be automated.
The intuitive step in the v-model, in which to use the tool to maximize
system dependability might be the ”system tests”-step.

3.6.2 Fault tree analysis (FTA)

The idea behind FTA is to analyze which faults, or combinations of faults,
can cause a system failure [Sto96], i.e. constitute a hazard. The approach
is top-down: a potential system failure, also called top event, is stated. The
possible causes for this system failure are analyzed, by speculating: ”the
system failure might occur if this signal is stuck-at-zero, or if this subsystem
produces random output, etc.”. This analysis can be continued many steps
into smaller and smaller faults.

A fault tree consists of one top event, a number of faults, and a number
of gates. Each of the gates can be either an AND gate or an OR gate,
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depending on whether all, or just any, of the faults connected to the gate
must be active for this part of the tree to contribute to causing the failure.
The gates can connect both faults and other gates. An example of a fault
tree is shown in figure 3.6.2.

Figure 3.2: An example of a fault tree

FTA come to use mainly in the two stages SHA and SSHA, but in
OSHA as well.

An example: the random output of a subsystem might be caused by
a component in the subsystem being faulty, and that might be due to a
fault in another part of the system. In this way a fault tree is built up,
step by step, where the atomic faults (faults, for which possible causes are
not stated) form the leaves, and the top failure form the root. By appoint-
ing probabilities of the various faults/leaves, the probability of failure can
be calculated. The FTA method is often done by hand, which implies a
significant risk for mistakes [Joh96].

3.6.3 Fault mode effect analysis (FMEA)

This method can be used as a complement or alternative to FTA. They have
approximately the same purpose; to link faults with failures. However, FTA
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uses the top-down approach and analyzes which faults could possibly cause
this failure, and FMEA uses the bottom-up approach. Every fault mode of
every component of a system should be analyzed, and the consequences of a
certain fault mode in a certain component is determined [Sto96]. A problem
with FMEA is that all components have to be identified and characterized
before the analysis [Lev95]. This information is seldom known until late in
the design process. FMEA come to use mainly in the two stages SHA and
SSHA, but in OSHA as well.

Summary

To summarize, there are several well-established methods for analyzing the
fault tolerance of a system, which can be used together to find weaknesses
in the system. They are often performed by hand. In Chapter 4, we will
have a closer look at how formal verification can be utilized to perform
fault tolerance analysis.
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Chapter 4

Formal verification

4.1 Overview

There are several ways to assure that a system design meets the specifica-
tion, i.e. to verify the design. It is important to understand the difference
between verification and validation, where the latter means assuring that
the specification meets the requirements. Of course, validation and verifi-
cation are not alternatives to each other. They are not different methods
for achieving the same thing, but two steps in the same process. Clearly,
there is little use in proving that a system meets the specification if the
specification doesn’t meet the requirements. However, in this thesis the
focus is on verification.

Verification can be performed in many ways, which can be divided into
two main categories: static verification and dynamic verification.

Reasons for using formal verification

Dynamic verification means executing the system or model (with a set of
test inputs) to check if it behaves correctly according to the specification,
whereas static (also known as formal) verification uses mathematics and
logic to prove that it works as specified.
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In practice, many systems are verified using dynamic verification only,
but very few are verified using static verification only.

The more critical the system, the more stringent and rigorous
the design and implementation process should be [Amj04].

There are at least three different reasons for doing formal verification
of a design:

Fault removal To search for faults during the design phase, to be able
to remove them, is the most obvious reason for doing verification in
general. It can be done both with formal and dynamic verification.

Certification To be able to sell a safety-critical system, it is often neces-
sary to be able to show that it complies with certain standards and
criteria, for instance for safety and security. In many cases a certi-
fication is the crucial difference between two competing offers, and
in some cases a certain certification is an absolute requirement from
the company or department. Common Criteria is an ISO/IEC stan-
dard for evaluation of products and systems [And04]. To qualify for
the highest security level of this standard, the system is essentially
required to be formally verified [Amj04].

Documentation for circumventing the faults If a faulty system de-
sign has already been implemented, formal verification can still be
useful. If a fault is found using this method, actions can be taken
to minimize the risk for the fault to cause errors which might cause
failures. One example would be instructions to the operators of the
system, on how to circumvent the issue. Of course, even if a fault is
found before the design is implemented, it might be impossible or at
least infeasible to change the design in order to remove that fault.

4.2 Formal verification methods

Before presenting different approaches to formal verification, we need to
have a look at the concept property. By a property, we mean a statement
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about the state of the system. A property can be expressed as a combina-
tion of the status of both input signals, output signals and internal variables
of the model. An example of a property: ”If input signals A and B are ac-
tive, output signal C must be passive.” The concepts safety properties and
liveness properties are often used within the area of formal verification. By
a safety property we mean a requirement on that which must hold at all
times within a given period of time [Lam77]. An example of such a prop-
erty: ”The vehicle cannot be started while an object is detected in front of
it.” The concept of liveness is closely related to the notion of eventuality.
Bounded liveness properties are properties which must hold at least once
within a given period of time. Example:

This variable will have a value above zero at some point within
the next 50 seconds.

There are two main approaches to formal verification, state-based and
proof-based formal verification. The latter means expressing properties of
the model or design in formal mathematics, and trying to derive a proof
that given these properties, the model meets its specification. The idea
behind the state-based approach is to find all possible states which the
system can be in, and to check for each of the states that all the desired
properties are true.

4.2.1 Model checking

Model checking is one of the most widely spread state-based method. The
three main steps in the model checking approach are [CFJ93]:

1. Build a finite state model M of the system.

2. Check automatically that M satisfies the property f (expressed in
formal notation as M |= f), or

3. Produce a counter example automatically if M does not satisfy the
property f (expressed formally as M 6|= f)

The most straightforward approach is to go through all possible states.
However, there are ways to reduce the number of states, it is possible to
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just do the verification for all reachable states. The model checker tool
checks if a certain property holds in all the states.

The main advantage of model checking is that it is highly automated, in
the sense that when the user has asked the model checker to verify a specific
property, it goes through the states until it has covered them, or until it has
found a state where the property does not hold. Even though the model
checking itself is automated, translating the specifications into formally
expressed properties requires a good understanding of the specification and
the model. Another advantage is that if the model checker finds a state
in which the property does not hold, this state, and how it was reached is
reported to the user as a counter example.

Counter examples

A counter example is really just the first scenario which the model checker
finds, as the evidence that the model is unable to satisfy a specific property.
As soon as the model checker finds the counter example, it stops. The
counter example gives us a description of how the critical state was reached.
Thus, the counter example is a kind of ”recipe” for reaching the bad state,
in the form of an input sequence. Counter examples can be very useful for
improving the design.

The state explosion problem

A drawback of model checking is the phenomenon called the state explo-
sion problem [CGJ+01]: A complex system can be in a huge number of
different states. For a finite state system, the number of states increases
exponentially with the number of input signals to the system. That this is
a big problem is especially clear when considering the most straightforward
model checking approach (to go through all possible states of the model).
The negative effects of state explosion, can be reduced by using clever model
checking techniques. State sets and transition sets can be represented as
boolean formulas, and many model checkers use this representation to get
a good performance. The two techniques BDD and SAT are used to raise
the performance of several symbolic model checkers.
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BDD, or binary decision diagrams, provide a relatively compact repre-
sentation of boolean formulas, and operations for manipulating them effi-
ciently [Amj04].

The technique SAT, propositional satisfiability (also known as boolean
satisfiability), is another technique used to raise the performance of several
model checkers. It is a decision procedure for the satisfiability of boolean
formulas. It is especially good at handling very large formulas, in compar-
ison to other methods [Amj04].

A short introduction to how BDD and SAT work can be found in
[Ham02].

4.2.2 Theorem proving

The most widely used proof based method for formal verification is theorem
proving. The outline of the approach is as follows. The system is modeled
using mathematical formula, as are the properties the system should satisfy.
From the formula for the system, attempts to derive the same formula as
stated for a certain property, are conducted. If these attempts succeed, we
have a proof saying that the system meets the specification regarding that
property. The derivation is based on standard mathematical logics, and
many of the tedious steps of the derivation are done automatically by the
theorem prover.

The main advantage of theorem proving is that it can be used to verify
very complex systems, for which model-checking can be unfeasible due to
state explosion. The main drawback of theorem proving is that it is not
automated, but requires a great deal of knowledge and expertise from the
user. Furthermore, theorem proving does not produce counter examples
[Amj04], which is a drawback in some cases.

4.3 Synchronous languages

Synchronous languages were first introduced to model reactive systems.
By reactive systems, in contrast to interactive systems such as for in-
stance spreadsheet applications, we mean systems which are fully respon-
sible for the synchronization with their environments. A reactive system
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must be fast enough to respond to every input event. Additionally, the
reaction latency must be short enough for the environment to be receptive
to the responses from the system. Most control systems are reactive system
[PMM+98].

Reactive systems have the following features in common [PMM+98]:

concurrency Reactive systems typically consist of several concurrent com-
ponents that cooperate to realize the intended overall behavior.

real-time They are supposed to meet strict constraints with regard to
timing, such as response time or availability,

determinism The reaction of a reactive system is uniquely determined by
the kind and timing of external stimuli.

heterogenity They often consist of components implemented in quite dif-
ferent technologies like software, hardware, or on distributed archi-
tectures.

reliability The requirements posed on reactive systems include functional
correctness as well as temporal correctness of behavior; also robust-
ness, and fault tolerance.

Synchronous languages rests on the assumption that stimulation and
reaction are simultaneous, i.e. the reaction to a stimulus from the envi-
ronment takes no (observable amount of) time. The synchrony hypothesis
states that a system reacts fast enough to record all external events in the
proper order [PMM+98].

The synchronous approach does not focus on physical time, but on
ordering and occurrence of events. This abstraction of physical time is
fundamental to synchronous languages.

The main advantage of synchronous languages in general, compared to
traditional programming languages, is the possibility to model and formally
verify reactive systems.

Examples of synchronous languages are Esterel [INR05], Lustre [Ver05],
Argos [MR01] and Signal [GLGB87].

Synchronous languages can be divided into two groups, declarative (or
data-flow) languages and imperative (or control-flow) languages. Esterel
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and Argos are imperative languages, whereas Lustre and Signal are declar-
ative languages. Declarative languages are mainly used when the main
tasks consist in consuming data, performing calculations and producing re-
sults. Imperative languages are better suited for applications where control
is dominant (for instance coffee machines) [LDB05].

4.4 Formal verification using Esterel Studio

Esterel Studio is a design environment built around the formal synchronous
language Esterel. It can be used to model a system, run simulations on
the model, verify the model formally, and finally compile the model into
code, either C for software implementations or VHDL or Verilog for hard-
ware implementations. It uses model checking for the formal verification
[BKS03].

The user can choose whether to use a SAT based engine or a BDD based
engine.

Now formal verification in Esterel Studio will be illustrated with a few
examples. Assume we have a system with the output signals T, S, Alarm
and Door Open and the input signals A and B.

Example 1

Assume that we want to verify that the output signal called Alarm will
not be emitted, regardless of the status of the input signals. We do all ver-
ification settings in the model checker window in Esterel Studio (see figure
4.1). We give the model checker the instruction to check if that output
signal is emitted from any of the reachable states of the model. We let all
the input signals in the input signal list vary freely, and finally start the
verification. If a state is found for which the Alarm signal is emitted, a
counter example is reported together with the message: ”Possibly present”.
The counter example provides information about which combinations of in-
put signals caused the transitions to the critical state. If no state is found,
in which the Alarm signal is emitted, when all reachable states have been
checked, the verifier reports that the Alarm signal is ”Always absent”.
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Figure 4.1: The model checker window in Esterel Studio [Ham02]
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Example 2

If we want to verify that the output signal Door open will always be emit-
ted, as long as the input signals A and B are active we do as follows: The
input signals A and B are both forced to be present. The model checker
is instructed to check if the output signal Door open is emitted from all
of the reachable states of the model. The verification is started. Now the
model checker verifies that the Door open signal is emitted in all states
which are reachable when the input signals A and B are active (the rest
of the input signals are varied freely). If a counter example is found, it
is reported together with a statement saying that the Door open output
signal is ”Possibly absent”. If not, the report says ”Always present”.

If more complicated properties (for instance properties involving more
than one output signals) should be verified, a slightly different approach
can be used, involving observers.

An observer is a parallel process to the system, which monitors the
input and output signals. The observer uses the signals it should monitor
as input signals and emits only one output signal (an alarm). The only
task of the observer is to check whether a certain property of the model is
violated in the current state.

Figure 4.2: Observers monitoring properties of the model [Ham02]

Example 3
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Assume that an observer is added to the model which was analyzed in
the two previous examples. The observer monitors the following property:
”If input signal A is active, both output signal T and S will be emitted.”.
We want to verify that the property is always satisfied by the model, and
thus instruct the model checker to search for states from which the observer
output signal is not emitted. If the property is violated in the any state,
the output signal from the observer is not emitted from that state. This
makes the model checker stop, and the user is informed about the violation
of the property, and the counter example is provided.

Counter examples generated by Esterel Studio

If the model checker finds a counter example, it is saved into a text file
which the user can inspect. We will take a look at two examples of counter
examples from a verification of an Esterel model.

As described earlier in this Chapter, in Esterel models, time is modeled
with ticks. If event A occurs in tick 1 and event B occurs in tick 2, this
means that the events occur in sequence (event A takes place before event
B). The counter examples generated by Esterel Studio describe events in
the same way: using ticks. Each tick is represented with a semi-colon.

Counter example I

Assume that we have a model with a number of input signals (among
others Input_A and Input_C). We want to make sure that the model al-
ways satisfies a certain property. We use an observer to determine whether
the model satisfies the property.

!reset ;

;

Input_A;
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Input_A Input_C;

The first line in a counter example generated by the model checker in
Esterel Studio is always !reset ;. This is an initialization procedure which
resets the signals and starts the scenario.

In the first tick of the scenario, no input signals or fault signals are
active. In the second tick, Input_A is present. In the third tick, both
Input_A and Input_C are active. Since this is the final tick in the se-
quence, this means that this is the state where the property is not satisfied
and the alarm signal is emitted.

Counter example II

Assume that the model has several input signals (among others Input_A).
We want to make sure that the model always satisfies a certain property.

!reset ;

;

Input_A;

Input_A;

Input_A;

The difference between the examples is small, but it has important im-
plications. By examining the sequence of events in the first example, we
cannot conclude whether either persistence of Input_A or appearance of
Input_C makes the model unable to satisfy the property. We only know
that the whole sequence does. Perhaps Input_A is causing the model un-
able to satisfy the property by being active for two ticks in a row, or perhaps
Input_C is? We cannot tell. On the other hand, from the second example,
we can conclude immediately that Input_A causes the failure to satisfy
the property. Clearly, we have to be cautious about drawing wrong conclu-
sions from the information in counter examples. Therefore, let us repeat:
A counter example is really just the first scenario which the model checker
finds, which makes the model unable to satisfy a specific property.
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Esvtools: Command line tools in Esterel Studio

In the latest version of Esterel Studio (v.7.0.1), a beta version of a command
line utility called Esvtools is included. It can be used to take advantage
of most of the model checking-functionality of Esterel Studio, by executing
the commands from the command line. There are two main uses of such
a tool: batch processing and using the model checker from within other
applications. Esvtools consists of three separate tools: the compiler Es-
terelv7, the formal verification tool Esverify, and the test case generator
Esvtcg.

Esverify The command line tool Esverify is used to do model checking
of Esterel models from the command line. After the verification is
finished, the result is presented on the screen. If the model checker
has found a counter example, it is saved in a text file which the user
can inspect.

Esvtcg The command line tool Esvtcg is used to generate test cases. Test
cases is a much wider concept than counter examples, but this al-
gorithm uses the output coverage mode of Esvtcg, which generates
something similar to counter examples. This mode generates a file
containing all minimal paths from the initial state to the states from
which an output signal is emitted (whereas a counter example is just
one path from the initial state to any state from which an output
signal is emitted).

According to Esterel Technologies [Tea05a], Esvtcg

”first looks for all reachable (state, transition) pairs that
emit the concerned output. Then it generates for each such pair
(s,t) all ”minimal” input sequences that lead from the initial
state to the state s and fires the transition t. The notion of
minimality is solely related to the number of ticks/transitions.
In fact, minimal means that there is no shorter input sequence
leading to the state/transition pair.”

Thus, Esvtcg can be used to retrieve all ”minimal” sequences of regular
input signal which lead to a certain observer output signal being emitted.
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Here follows an example of test cases generated by Esvtcg:

--- Test 1

!reset ;

InputA ;

InputB ;

% --- Test 2

!reset ;

InputB ;

InputA ;

% --- Test 3

!reset ;

InputA InputB ;

Restricting Esterel models

By restricting the input signals of an model, we mean defining which of
the possible statuses of the input signals are feasible as input to the model.
This can reduce the number of reachable states radically, and thus make
the model checking less time consuming. There are different methods for
restricting the input signals to an Esterel model, and we will have a look at
two of them. The use of these two restriction types plays an important role
in the implementation of the tool which was developed during this thesis
work.

• Restriction type A

The first restriction type can be used to prevent more than a cer-
tain number of input signals from being active in the same tick.

An example: assume that the model has four input signals: I_1, I_2,
I_3, I_4. To enforce that no more than one of them can be active in
the same tick, the following line is added to the model:

input relation (I_1#I_2#I_3#I_4);
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Note that the restriction does not prevent more than a certain number
of faults from occurring, but it prevents more than a certain number
of faults from occurring at the same time (in the same tick).

• Restriction type B
The second restriction can be used to prevent a certain input signal
or combination of input signals from being active.

An example

Assume the model has four input signals: I_1, I_2, I_3, I_4. For
some reason, we want to make sure that I is passive for the whole
verification. Therefore, the following line is added to the model before
the verification is started:

input relation not(I_2);

It is also possible to force an input signal to be active:

input relation I_4;

4.5 Formal verification of fault tolerance

If the fault tolerance of a model is to be formally verified, the procedure
is not as straight forward as by formal verification of the functionality of
the model. One approach for formal verification of fault tolerance was
suggested by Åkerlund, Nadjm-Tehrani and St̊almarck [kNTS99]. It has
been shown that this approach can be used for reliability analysis of real
industrial systems [Ham02] [HNT04].

The basic idea is to base the functional analysis and the reliability
analysis on the same system model. There are three stages in the analysis
of the model [kNTS99]:

1. Functional correctness of the design is checked in the absence of fail-
ures.

2. The functional model is augmented with failure modes.
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3. The reliability of the model is analyzed, by checking which failure
modes and failure mode combinations leads to a certain system fail-
ure.

Thus, the first stage consists of traditional functional verification, using
formal verification. The second step consists in creating a verification bench
for the model, by augmenting the model with fault modes. In the last step,
the verification bench is used to formally verify the reliability of the model.
The failure modes and failure mode combinations that makes the model
unable to satisfy a specific property, will be called critical in this thesis.

So, the approach rests upon high-level fault injection combined with
formal verification, i.e. to model the faults which could possibly affect the
system (either external or internal faults).

In Chapter 3 we read about fault/failure modes, so we know what they
are in theory. We will now discuss how they can be modeled, and used to
create a verification bench for a model.

A fault mode describes a way in which a specific part of a system could
fail. Fault modes can be used to emulate faults in the environment of the
system, faulty components in the system, or simple faulty signals in the
system (e.g. due to faulty wires etc). The constructor of the verification
bench needs good knowledge about the system and how its components
could fail, for the reliability analysis to be meaningful.

To construct a verification bench we augment fault modes to the model.
For instance, we can add one fault mode which represents an omission fault
in a specific subsystem of the model, and two other fault modes which
represent two different ways in which another specific subsystem could fail
(for instance, one commission fault and one random value-fault).

The construction of a verification bench with fault modes is a key to
being able to use formal verification to analyze the effects of the fault modes
on the reliability of the system.

A fault mode is modeled using a fault mode macro, which modifies the
normal input signals if the fault mode signal is present. If the fault mode
signal is absent, the normal input signals are just passed on unchanged as
output signals.

For instance, a value fault can be modeled using a fault mode macro,
one output signal, and three input signals:
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• The fault mode signal, stating whether the fault is absent or present.

• The normal input signal, which is emitted as the output signal if the
fault is absent.

• The faulty input signal, which value depends on which type of fault
it models. It is emitted as the output signal if the fault is present.

However, for instance to model an omission fault, only two input signals
are needed.

• The fault mode signal, stating whether the fault is absent or present.

• The normal input signal, which is emitted as the output signal if the
fault is absent, otherwise the output signal is not emitted.

Furthermore, as shown in figure 4.3, a fault mode might have several
normal input signals and possibly corrupted output signals.

Figure 4.3: Fault modes can be used to model faults in the environment,
which lead to corrupted inputs. [Ham02]

We will demonstrate the use of verification benches with an example. It
should illustrate how fault tolerance properties of an Esterel model can be
formally verified using the method described above. The model is shown
in figure 4.3.
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Example 4

Assume that we have a model with a number of regular input signals,
(among others DetectorA), and a number of output signals (among others
VehicleStarted). From the model we construct a verification bench, by
augmenting a number of fault modes to it. Thus, the verification bench has
several input signals which correspond to the fault modes (among others
fault signal W).

Figure 4.4: An illustration of the model, consisting of several components,
among others component X.

We want to know if a certain fault mode W of a certain component could
cause a certain failure. I.e. we want to know whether the output signal
VehicleStarted can be emitted even if the input signal to detector A
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is active. Furthermore, we want to know if the fault mode W alone could
cause the failure.

We model the property as a relation of the input signals, output signals,
and fault mode signals, and let the observer monitor it. The observer emits
its output signal if the property is violated. To verify the property, we set
the fault mode W input signal to active, and the input signals for all other
fault modes to passive. We give the model checker the instruction to check
if the observer output signal is emitted from any of the reachable states of
the model. If it is, the single fault could lead to the failure.

In Esterel Studio, the user can create the verification bench, select a
combination of faults and a top event, and click a button. This generates a
report stating whether the top event could be caused by this combination
[Est03].

The practical use of the approach for analysis of fault tolerance us-
ing formal verification, which has been described here, has been evaluated
[Ham02] [HNT04]. The method was used to analyze the reliability of a test
case model of a real industrial system, using Esterel Studio. The conclusion
was that the method can be used for reliability analysis of real industrial
systems.

However, assume that we want to find all single and double fault com-
binations which cause a certain top event for a system with many input
signals and many fault modes. The manual use of Esterel Studio to do
the analysis would require considerable work from the user, since he or she
would have to do one verification per fault mode combination. If this task
could be done automatically instead, it would help the user significantly.

4.6 Summary

After reading this chapter we know what formal verification is, and how
it is done. Specifically we have seen how it is done in Esterel Studio. We
also know how formal verification of fault tolerance can be done, by using
verification benches with fault modes. However, we do not know how formal
verification of fault tolerance can be made more automatic. This is where
the tool which was developed during this thesis comes in.
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Chapter 5

Summary of
Requirements

5.1 Overview

As expressed in the objective section in Chapter 1, this thesis work includes
the development of a support tool for Esterel Studio. In the objective, it
says that it should have functionality for performing automatic analysis
of fault tolerance (see Chapter 3) using formal verification (see Chapter
4), generation of fault-trees from the verification result, and generation
of additional information about critical fault combinations. The tool is
based on the verification bench concept in [Ham02], which was described
in section 4.5, and it should be possible to create and edit such verification
benches in the tool.

As mentioned in section 1.6, the scope of this work does not include
the choice of which programming language, development environment and
verification application to build a tool for. This is also the case regarding
the choice of safety engineering application to export the verification results
to. The directions stated that the support tool should be designed for use
with Esterel Studio and ItemKit, and that it is not meant for industrial use,
merely intended to demonstrate what can be accomplished with automatic
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fault tolerance analysis. The tool should be built for use with models built
in the synchronous language Esterel (see section 4.3).

From this information some explicit (but very high-level) functional and
non-functional requirements can be extracted. In the following sections
they will be explained in more detail and turned into a specification. The
intended features of the tool are illustrated using use-cases, and catego-
rized into functional and non-functional requirements. Some requirements
are intentionally rather vague, because the purpose of the thesis work is
not just to design and implement a system, but to reflect about possible so-
lutions and evaluate the benefits from this approach. One example of such
a requirement is the generation of additional information-requirement.

5.2 Use cases

In this section, the main features of the tool are illustrated in the form of
use-cases. The use case diagram in figure 5.1 shows four use cases of the
tool.

5.2.1 Use case 1

Verification bench modeling
The user opens an existing Esterel model: He or she inserts sections of
code, which represent fault modes and an observer (see section 4.4), into
the model. In other words, he creates a verification bench for the model.
He saves the verification bench and tries to compile the verification bench.
If there are any compilation errors they are shown to the user.

5.2.2 Use case 2

Automatic analysis of fault tolerance
The user opens an existing verification bench, complete with Esterel mod-
ules, fault modes and observers. He or she chooses to restrict the analysis
to single faults and double fault combinations. The user does not choose
to generate a fault tree, nor to generate additional information about the
fault combinations. The tool reports the result of the verification, where
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Figure 5.1: The four use-cases which illustrate the functional requirements
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result is a list of all the single faults, double fault combinations and triple
fault combinations, which could lead to a failure if they were active.

5.2.3 Use case 3

Automatic analysis of fault tolerance, Fault tree generation, Fault tree ex-
portation
The user opens an existing verification bench. He or she chooses to re-
strict the analysis to single faults, double fault combinations, and triple
fault combinations. The user also chooses to generate a fault tree, but no
additional information about the fault combinations. The tool reports the
result of the verification, generates a fault tree from the result, and saves
the tree to a file. The user can now open Item ItemKit and import the
fault tree, for further analysis.

5.2.4 Use case 4

Automatic analysis of fault tolerance, Generation of additional information
about the critical fault combinations
The user opens an existing verification bench, complete with fault modes
and observers. He or she chooses to search for single faults, double fault
combinations, and triple fault combinations. The user also chooses to gen-
erate additional information about the fault combinations. The tool reports
the result of the verification together with the additional information.

5.3 Functional requirements

The functional requirements are presented in the section which they are
closest related to:

5.3.1 Verification bench modeling

R1 It should be possible to open, edit and save Esterel models in the tool.
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R2 By adding fault modes and observers to the existing Esterel model, it
should be possible to create verification benches (for formal verifica-
tion of the fault tolerance of the model) in the tool.

R3 It should be possible to check that the verification bench/model com-
piles correctly.

5.3.2 Automatic analysis of fault tolerance

R4 It should be possible to do automatic analysis of fault tolerance on
the models. This analysis consists of checking which faults and fault
combinations that could lead to a certain failure. Thus, the result of
the analysis should be a list over the critical faults and fault combi-
nations.

R5 It should be possible to select the depth of the analysis, i.e. the number
of faults that could be active simultaneously.

5.3.3 Fault tree

R6 It should be possible to generate a fault tree, showing which combina-
tions of faults (to a certain depth) can lead to a certain failure/top
event.

5.3.4 Fault tree exportation

R7 It should be possible to export the fault tree for further analysis in the
safety engineering application ItemSoft ItemKit.

5.3.5 Generation of additional information

R8 It should be possible to generate some additional information about
the critical fault combinations.
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5.4 Nonfunctional requirements

5.4.1 Performance

R9 The main features (the automated verification and the fault tree gener-
ation) of the tool should have an acceptable performance, with respect
to time consumption, in comparison to doing the analysis by hand
within Esterel Studio.

Motivation:
The automated verification must be significantly quicker, or the use
of it must be significantly easier to perform, compared to doing the
verification by hand within Esterel Studio. The tool must have a
significant advantage in some sense, compared to the alternative.

5.4.2 Tool development process

R10 The tool should be programmed in Java.

R11 The IDE Eclipse [Ecl05] should be used during the development.

5.4.3 Compatibility and Deployment

R12 The tool should be compatible with:

• Esterel Studio v 5.0.1

• Esterel Studio Verifier Tool Commands (Esvtools) v 5.0 Beta

• Esterel v 7.10

• Item Toolkit 7.01

Therefore, the tool should preferably run on the same operating sys-
tems as these applications.
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5.4.4 User Interface

R13 The results of use of the features should be presented in a clear and
pedagogical way.

R14 The clarity of the presentation should be prioritized before the ease-
of-use of the tool.

Motivation:
The purpose of the tool is to examplify how automatic formal verifica-
tion of fault tolerance, generation of fault-trees from the verification
result, and generation of additional information about critical fault
combinations, can be done. It is not meant for industrial use. Thus,
the most important thing about the user interface is not that it is
easy to use, but easy to understand the results.

5.4.5 Data Format

R15 The tool should be able to save the fault trees in at least one of the
formats MS Access database, MS Excel spreadsheet, or text file with
special formatting (comma separated variables, tab delimited, user
defined delimitation).

Motivation:
It should be possible to import the fault tree files into Item Toolkit
7.01, which can import fault trees in any of the mentioned formats.
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Chapter 6

Design

6.1 Overview

In this chapter the design of the tool will be presented, motivated and
linked to the requirements presented in Chapter 5.

6.2 Architectural design

6.2.1 Interface of the tool

How can the analysis of the Esterel models (requirement R4) be done from
an external application? By using the command line tools included in
Esvtools (see Chapter 4), we can do model checking of the Esterel models.
Thus, the tool itself will not include any utility for formal verification, for
instance a model checker, but it will call external command line utilities
directly when needed.

There is no similar command line tool for Item ToolKit, and thus no
direct communication between the tool and Item ToolKit can be made.
Instead, the exportation of fault trees (requirement R7) to Item ToolKit
will be made in two steps: saving the fault tree in an appropriate format,
and importing it into Item ToolKit by following the ToolKit´s import pro-
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cedure. This procedure consists in telling the application which posts of
the imported file correspond to which posts in a native Item fault tree file.
Thanks to the fact that the posts in the exported fault tree file are given
the same names as the native posts by the tool, Item ItemKit can actually
do a large part of this task. This design choice, to let the tool name the
posts exactly like the native posts, ensures that ItemKit can match them
automatically.

The command line utility of Esterel Studio is the only direct communi-
cation with other applications which the tool uses. The rest of the commu-
nication with the environment of the tool is done via normal user interface
communication (output to screen, input from mouse and keyboard) and by
reading and writing files.

The diagram in figure 6.1 illustrates both how the tool interacts with
its environment, as well as the process from modeling an Esterel model in
Esterel Studio (R1), to importing a fault tree, generated by the tool (R6),
into Item ToolKit. As mentioned earlier (see Chapter 4), Esvtools is not
one tool, but three command line tools: the compiler Esterelv7, the formal
verification tool Esverify, and the test case generator Esvtcg.

The use of the tool which was developed during this thesis work can
be divided into four phases: importing (opening models) - creating (adding
fault modes and observers, and thus creating verification benches) - ana-
lyzing (doing the automatic analysis of fault tolerance) - exporting (saving
results from the analysis, for instance in the form of fault trees). Strictly
speaking, not all of these phases have to take place in the same tool. For
instance, we could develop one tool for creating the verification benches,
and another for analyzing them. However, for the sake of simplicity, all the
phases will take place in one tool.
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Figure 6.1: The interaction between the tool and its environment
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6.2.2 Class diagram

Some aspects of the design of the tool can be seen in the class diagram in
figure 6.2. The attributes and methods are not shown in the diagram, due
to lack of space. The tool is built upon 7 major classes: main, gui, analyzer,
outputSignalSelectionWindow, faultModeSignalSelectionWindow, internal-
Window and systemListener.

Figure 6.2: Class diagram

main class creates and instance of the gui class. One method, no at-
tributes.

gui class The graphical user interface class forms the core of the applica-
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tion, in the sense that this class is used to initialize the other classes
(except for the main class). 10 methods, 29 attributes.

analyzer class The methods of this class make up the most interesting
part of the application, from a fault tolerance and formal verification
point of view. For instance, it contains the algorithms for analysis
of fault tolerance and fault tree generation (which are discussed in
Chapter 7). 34 methods, 8 attributes.

outputSignalSelectionWindow class This class is instantiated in order
to get a dialog window, in which the user specifies which output signal
represent the property which should be analyzed. One method, three
attributes.

faultModeSignalSelectionWindow class This class is instantiated in
order to get another dialog window, in which the user specifies which
of the input signals represent fault modes, and which are regular input
signals. One method, three attributes.

internalWindow class is used to create the internal windows of the ap-
plication, which are used for creating and editing the verification
benches. One method, no attributes.

systemListener class This class is used for redirecting system.out-streams
to the comments-window. Three methods, four attributes.

6.2.3 Architectural design decisions

In this section, some design decisions are presented and motivated. If
the tool is to be developed further, several of these decisions should be
reconsidered. For instance, the choice of structure of the fault trees is
discussed below. An additional feature in a future version of this tool
could be the possibility of choosing between different structures.

The structure of the automatically generated fault trees

Several fault trees can be logically equivalent. For instance, Fault tree
number 1 and 2 (shown in figure 6.2.3 and figure 6.2.3) are equivalent.
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Figure 6.3: Fault tree number 1

Figure 6.4: Fault tree number 2
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Requirement R6 does not specify how the generated fault trees should
look, which leaves this decision to us. What should the fault trees look
like, for good usability? The choice fell on the flattest possible tree, mostly
because of its simplicity.

Choice of fault tree file format

Item ToolKit can import fault trees from three file formats: text files, MS
Excel files and MS Access files. The initial choice was saving the fault
trees as ”comma separated variables”-text files, because of its simplicity.
However, a bug in Item ToolKit 7.01 [Tea05b] made it impossible to import
fault trees from such text files, and thus to fulfill requirement R7 and R15
with that file format. Thus the choice fell on the second most simple file
format, MS Excel files. One small advantage of this choice is that it only
takes one spread sheet file with three different work sheets to represent
a fault tree, whereas we would have required three separate text files to
represent a fault tree. The generation of the MS Excel files is done using
the open source library Java Excel API [Kha05].

The packaging of the tool

The most simple solution is to make the tool a stand-alone application.
The major alternative would be to make it a plug-in for the Eclipse IDE
[Ecl05]. The advantage of this approach is the functionality of Eclipse it-
self, or other Eclipse plug-ins, which the tool could avail of. Examples of
such functionality are built-in help-functionality and search/replace func-
tionality. Furthermore, if the tool was made a plug-in for Eclipse, it might
be easier to extend its functionality further on, for instance by developing
a separate Eclipse plug-in for graphical verification bench modeling func-
tionality.

To keep the tool as simple as possible, the the tool was developed as a
stand-alone application.
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Presentation of relationship between fault combinations, input

signals and failures

To fulfill requirement R8, the tool has to provide some feature which pro-
vides the user with additional information about the critical fault combi-
nations. However, the requirement does not say anything about what kind
of information it should be.

FTA is a very well known way of analyzing what can lead to a cer-
tain failure. A fault tree is a very simple and intuitive way of showing
this information. However, there are certain limitations associated with
the representation. Traditional fault trees are static, i.e. do not show any
order or time aspects. For instance, assume that two faults must occur
simultaneously, or must occur in a special order, to cause a failure. This
information can not be shown using the fault tree representation of tradi-
tional FTA. The user of the tool should be aware of this. There are other
prerequisites for a fault combination to cause a failure, which a traditional
FTA-fault tree cannot display. One example is the relation between the
normal input variables of the system, and a critical fault combination. The
question is how to present this information to the user, and which parts of
the information is really interesting to him or her.

Example 1

When a fault tree has been generated and shown in Item ToolKit, the
engineer can say fairly much about how combinations of faults can lead to
a failure. However, since the leaves in this tree are all atomic faults and no
information about the inputs to the system, he or she knows that a certain
combination of faults can lead to a failure, but not under which circum-
stances. Two fault combinations which are exactly as likely to occur, might
pose very different threats to the system.

Assume that we have a verification bench with four fault modes A, B,
C, D, and four input signals I1, I2, I3, I4.

Imagine that the fault combination (A and B) is just as likely to occur
as (C and D). Let us also assume that the double fault (A and B) leads to a
failure, regardless of the input signals, and that the double fault (C and D)
only leads to the same failure if the input signals I1 and I2 are active, and
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the input signals I3 and I4 are passive. In this case, the engineer would
probably prioritize that the fault combination (A and B) is prevented from
occurring, when redesigning the system, or writing the instructions for the
operators if the system could not be redesigned).

The question is only how we should present the information (the re-
lationship between fault combinations, input signals and failures) to the
engineer.

• Alternative A

A fault tree-like representation which shows the particular failure as
the root of the tree (just like in a normal fault tree), and the leaves
represent the normal input signals and the faults of the particular
fault combination. Each combination of a fault combination and a
number of input signals, which leads to failure would be represented
with a tree. However, the difference between fault signals and regular
input signals gives us a problem. It is not meaningful to restrict the
number of input signals in the combination (like we do with the faults
by setting the level when generating the fault trees), since we cannot
assume that all input signals have a particular value by default. The
effect of this is very problematic, which we will illustrate with an ex-
ample.

Example 2

Assume that we have verification bench with N input signals, and
that there is a fault combination X, which is critical regardless of the
state of the N input signals. Using the suggested representation, we
would end up with N number of trees with X combined with a single
input signal, (N-1) number of trees with X combined with two input
signals, (N-2) number of trees with X combined with three input
signals. Thus, we would have to represent this fault combination
alone with N! trees!

In another version of this representation, the input signals which do
not affect the criticality of the fault combination, would be removed.
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In this way the number of trees can be reduced.

Regardless of which version is chosen, the pedagogical aspect of this
representation is problematic, simply because of the risk for confusion
with normal fault trees. One positive attribute of this representation
is that there is already a method for generating normal fault trees,
which could be re-used to a large extent, when generating these trees.
A very big problem with this representation is that the analysis must
be run to completion: When building a fault tree, one can decide to
only look for single faults, double fault combinations and triple fault
combinations, simply because it is extremely unlikely that four or
more faults occur simultaneously. When studying input signals, this
approach is not acceptable, since a situation where the input signals
have a certain combination of statuses might be extremely common.
Thus, to generate this kind of tree, the search must be run to the
end, which might be extremely time consuming.

• Alternative B

The basic idea is that it is interesting to know whether a certain
fault combination will cause a failure regardless of the status of the
input signals, or if some input signals are necessary to be on for the
failure to occur (as long as the fault combination is active). Or, if
any one input signal is sufficient for the failure to occur (as long as
the fault combination is active). Thus, this alternative would result
in a list with all sufficient and all necessary input signals, for each
fault combination.

Arguments for alternative A:

• We give the user a lot of information about the system.

• There is already a method for generating normal fault trees, which
could be re-used to a large extent, when generating these trees.

Arguments for alternative B:

• It would summarize some of the most important information from a
fault and input signal tree in a clear and compact form.
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• The concepts sufficiency and necessity are very easy to understand,
regardless of the background of the user.

• The information is simple and can be retrieved relatively quickly.

• It tells the engineer which input signals to focus on.

Alternative B was chosen, mainly because the information it retrieves
is easy to understand, use and manage, and because the retrieval of the
information demands less resources (i.e. in the form of time and RAM).

6.3 User interface

This section contains a short description of the user interface. Several
screen-shots and descriptions of what the different menu items do, can be
found in appendix A.

6.3.1 Multiple Documents Interface

The user interface of the tool is built on the MDI (multiple documents
interface) concept, which means that the user can have several windows
open simultaneously, and therefore edit several Esterel files at the same
time. The workspace is divided into two partitions. The topmost partition
contains the comments-window, which shows the result of the verification
and other messages to the user.

The other partition is a container for windows which contain Esterel-
files. This is where the user can edit the esterel model. These windows can
be closed by the user, whereas the comments window cannot.

6.3.2 Menus

The user can do standard document operations, such as Open and Save.
There are also menu items for changing the settings of the tool, and last
but not least: There are menu items for starting the verification and for
exporting a fault tree. Here follows an outline of the menu system:

• File
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Figure 6.5: A screen-shot showing the Multiple Documents Interface of the
tool
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– New

– Open

– Save

– Close file

– Exit

• Analyze

– Verify

– Export fault tree

– Select file to verify

– Cancel operation in progress

– Retrieve additional Information

• Settings

– Set level

– Set observer name

– Select fault mode signals

– Select model checker

– Set verification mode

6.3.3 Presentation of the verification results

When the user has initiated the verification, the results of the verification
will show up in the comments-window in the topmost part of the workspace.

To fulfill requirement R13, the results are presented to the user in the
following way: The analysis starts by searching for single faults. The critical
single faults are displayed one by one, in the order in which they are found.
If the user has chosen to retrieve additional information about the faults
and fault combinations as well, this information is presented after each
fault. When no more critical single faults can be found, a list of all critical
single faults is shown. The double faults are presented in the same way.
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The presentation continues in this way until the analysis has reached its
end.

Thus, when the user has made the settings he wants to set, he can just
start the verification. During the verification, he or she is not required to
(and cannot) interact with the tool in any way (except if he or she wants
to cancel it). In that sense, the verification is truly automatic. Once the
verification is finished, the user can choose to export the result in the form
of a fault tree, by clicking on the corresponding menu item.
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Chapter 7

Implementation

The algorithms behind two of the most important features of the tool are
presented and explained in this chapter. Both of the algorithms utilize
Esvtools, which was described in Chapter 4, for the model checking of the
verification benches.

7.1 Generation of critical fault combinations

7.1.1 Outline of algorithm

The single most important feature of the tool is the automatic analysis of
fault tolerance using model checking. The algorithm behind this feature
uses a model checker to find the fault modes (or the combinations of fault
modes) which make the model unable to satisfy a certain property. This
section should explains how this is done.

Let us first repeat some concepts, which are needed to explain how the
algorithm works. When we speak about a certain failure of a model, we
mean the failure of the model to satisfy a certain property. A verification
bench is an extension of a model, with observers, fault modes and fault
signals. Fault modes represent different types of faults, and fault signals
specify whether the fault modes are active or not. Thus, when a fault signal
is active, it means the fault mode is active. In this way the model checker
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can find out which fault modes could cause a certain failure. The observer
of the verification bench monitors whether the failure occurs or not. The
algorithm uses Esverify for the model checking.

We use the model checker Esverify to determine whether the property is
always satisfied by the model. Just like explained in Chapter 4, if the model
checker finds a bad state, in which the property is not satisfied, it reports
this and saves a counter example in a file. A counter example is really just
the first scenario which the model checker finds, which makes the model
unable to satisfy a specific property. As soon as the model checker finds
the counter example, it stops. The counter example gives us a description
of how the critical state was reached. Thus, the counter example is a kind
of ”recipe” for reaching the bad state, in the form of an input sequence.

Now that we are familiar with these concepts, we will have a look on
the major steps in the algorithm:

• Restrict the number of active fault modes which can be active at the
same time (in the same tick). By successively loosening the restric-
tion, we can first find all critical single faults, then all critical double
fault combinations, etc.

• Check in which situations a model cannot satisfy a certain property.
This is done using a model checker which produces counter examples
files when it finds such situations.

• Use these counter examples to find out which faults and fault combi-
nations could cause the failure.

• When a critical combination of fault modes has been found, the veri-
fication bench is modified, so that that combination cannot be active.

Now we are ready to have a look at the outline of how the algorithm
works. Assume that the user wants to analyze the fault tolerance of the
model up to level L. This means that the algorithm is supposed to find all
critical single faults, double fault combinations, triple fault combinations,
..., and L-tuple fault combinations.
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Algorithm: Find fault combinations

• Input: Verification bench VB, Property p, Level L

• Output: Fault combinations FC

• Preconditions: This algorithm is only applied if the Model M has
been verified to satisfy the safety property in absence of faults.

1. Set i = 1

2. While (i ≤ L) do loop

3. Restrict the verification bench so only i faults can be active at the
same time (meaning: no more than i faults can be active in the same
tick).

4. Search for counter examples using the model checker.

5. If a counter example is found: Store the faults in FC, restrict the
verification bench so this fault combination cannot occur again, and
goto 3.

6. Set i = i + 1

7. End loop.

Some comments to the algorithm:
In step 3, the verification bench is restricted using restriction type A

(see Chapter 4), and in step 5 it is restricted using type B (see Chapter 4).

• Step 3
The first restriction is done to prevent more than i faults to be active
in the same tick. It is used to make the model checker check a certain
level. The restriction is dynamic, in the sense that we replace it when
we continue to the next level i + 1.

Example 1
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Assume the model has four fault signals: Fault_1, Fault_2, Fault_3,
Fault_4.

Recall from Chapter 4 that the following construction can be used
to ensure that no more than a certain number of faults occurs at the
same time (in the same tick):

input relation (Fault_1#Fault_2#Fault_2#Fault_2);

• Step 5
The second restriction prevents a certain fault combination from be-
ing active. It is used to restrict the model so that a certain fault or
fault combination cannot occur again. If we did not use this restric-
tion the model checker would generate the same counter example over
and over again. This restriction is permanent, in the sense that once
we have added it to the model, it stays until the analysis ends.

Example 2

Assume the model has four fault signals: Fault_1, Fault_2, Fault_3,
Fault_4. We know that the model cannot satisfy the property if
Fault_2 is active. Therefore, the following line is added to the model
before the analysis continues:

input relation not(Fault_2);

7.1.2 Analysis of the algorithm

Restriction type A does only prevent more than a certain number of faults
from occurring at the same time (in the same tick). This makes it compli-
cated to draw conclusions from the counter examples. Let us illustrate this
with two counter examples, representing restriction type A and B.

Assume we want to find double fault combinations in a model M . The
model has the fault signals Fault_A, Fault_B,..., Fault_W.
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Counter example I - Restriction type A

This counter example is generated from M when it has been restricted
so that no more than two fault signals can be active in the same tick.

!reset ;

;

Fault_A Fault_B;

Fault_B Fault_C;

Fault_B Fault_F;

Thus, using this restriction we could end up with a counter example
which contains all the fault signals!

Counter example II - Restriction type B

This counter example is generated from M when it has been restricted
so that no more than two fault signals can be active in the same counter
example.

!reset ;

;

Fault_A Fault_B;

Fault_B;

Thus, using restriction type B, we will not end up with counter examples
which contain more than 2 of the fault signals!

Clearly it is easier to draw conclusions from the counter examples if
we use the stricter restriction. It is possible to make such restrictions, but
they come at a very high price:

Assume we have a model with N faults, and that we want to add a first
level restriction (prevent more than one fault from occurring in the counter
example). Then we force the first fault signal to be active, and force all the
other fault signals to be passive, by putting individual, explicit restrictions
on them. Then we would let the model checker check if the model fails
when this single fault is active. We then change the model so that the
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second fault signal is active and all others are passive. Thus, for each of
the fault signals we would have to open the model, change the restrictions,
save it, compile it with the model checker, and analyze it with the model
checker. And that is just for the first level. When analyzing level 2, we
would have to do it N2 times, and when analyzing level m, we would have
to do it Nm times.

We therefore choose to use restrictions which prevent more than a cer-
tain number of faults from occurring in the same tick. It makes it harder
to draw conclusions from the counter examples (as seen is counter example
I above), since they are not as restricted as we want them to be. But we
only have to set the restriction once for every level, and the model checker
takes care of the rest.

To summarize: There are different types of input relations in Esterel,
and the question is which one we should choose, to restrict our model to a
certain level. Our choice gives us a much better performance, but a slightly
more complicated algorithm. The number of fault signals in the counter
example file might be greater than the current level. In this case we just
know that the failure is caused by the whole sequence of fault combinations
in the counter example. To be sure of which combination of faults caused
the failure, we have to make further analyzes.

Example

Assume that we are currently analyzing level i (meaning that no more
than i faults can be active at any one time).

• If the number of fault signals in the counter example is less than or
equal to i, it is easy! We can just retrieve the critical fault combina-
tion from the counter example.

• If the number of fault signals in the counter example is greater than i,
we cannot draw any conclusion regarding which combination of faults
causes the failure, until we have performed further analysis. The fault
signals which occur in the same tick in the counter example make up a
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candidate. This means that we suspect that the combination of those
fault signals is causing the failure. We retrieve all such candidates
from the counter example file and go through the candidates one by
one. We check whether that candidate is causing the failure. This is
done by restricting the verification bench so that only the fault signals
in that candidate are active, and all other fault signals are passive. If
the model fails with this restriction, we know that that candidate is
causing the failure. If none of the candidates is determined to cause
the failure, we conclude that the failure is caused by the sequence of
fault combinations in the counter example.

7.1.3 Implementation of the algorithm

In this section we explain the role of the methods that are used to implement
the above algorithm.

Objective

To find all fault modes (or the combinations of fault modes), which make
the model M unable to satisfy a certain property, and return them.

Inputs

The original verification bench file, VBfile, which is built on the model M.

The highest level, L, of the analysis. This means that the algorithm searches
for all critical fault combinations which consist of no more than L faults.

The verification settings, settings, for instance the name of the selected
safety property.

Outputs

CriticalCombinations, which contains all fault mode combinations. The
internal data structure of CriticalCombinations is not discussed here.
We only need to know that all critical single faults can be separately re-
trieved, all critical double fault combinations can be separately retrieved,
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etc.

CriticalSequences, which contains all critical sequences of fault modes.
The sequence concept has been discussed earlier in this chapter. The in-
ternal data structure of criticalSequences is not discussed here.

Preconditions

This algorithm is called only if the model M is verified to satisfy the safety
property (i.e., the system satisfies the property in the absence of faults).

Methods called by algorithm

The most interesting of the methods which are called by the algorithm are
listed below. By datastructure, we mean any more advanced data struc-
ture, for instance a linked list. We only need to know that the information
can be sorted and retrieved in a structured way.

• void addLevelRestriction (file VBFile, int currentLevel)

Adds a restriction to VBFile, so that no more than currentLevelnumber
of fault modes can be active in the same tick.

• boolean modelCheck (file VBFile, structure settings)

Returns true if the model checking of the verification bench verifies
that the property is satisfied by the model. The selected property is a
part of the settings structure. If the model checker finds a counter
example, which shows that the system does not satisfy the property,
it is saved to a file.

• datastructure retrieveCE (file CEFile)

Reads the CEFile generated by the model checker, and returns a
representation of the counter example in a manageable structure.

• array of arrays getCandidates (structure CERepresentation)

Analyzes the counter example and returns all combinations of faults
which are active in the same tick.
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• void makeCombinationActiveOnly

(file VBFile, array FC)

Restricts the VBFile (i.e. the verification bench), so that a certain
combination of faults, FC, is active, and all other faults are passive.

• datastructure registerCriticalCombination

(array CC, structure CCs)

Adds a critical combination of faults, CC, to the structure of all critical
combinations, CCs, which have been found, and returns the structure.

• void restrictTestBenchWithFaultCombination

(array FC, file VBFile)

Restricts the VBFile, so that a specific fault combination, FC, cannot
be active.

• void restrictTestBenchWithFaultSequence

(array of arrays FS, file VBFile)

Restricts the VBFile, so that a specific sequence of faults, FS, cannot
be active.

• datastructure registerCriticalSequence

(array of arrays CS, structure CSs)

Adds a critical sequence of fault combinations, CS, to the structure
of all critical sequences, CSs, of fault combinations which have been
found, and returns the structure.

The methods listed above are used to implement step 3, 4, and 5 of the
algorithm (see the algorithm outline on page 73).

7.2 Finding relations on input signals

For each fault combination that leads to a failure, it can be important to
know the importance of the status of the input signals, i.e. if the presence
of a certain input signal influences the outcome. Input signals can be
categorized into necessary and sufficient for each fault combination to be
harmful.
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This algorithm is used to retrieve potentially useful information about
the relationship between a failure, a fault combination and the normal input
signals.

The input signals which must be active for the fault combination to
cause the specific failure are reported as necessary. If the activity of a
certain input signal is sufficient for a fault combination to cause the specific
failure, it is reported as sufficient. If the fault combination would cause the
failure regardless of the state of the input signals, this it reported as well.

7.2.1 The naive approach

The naive approach to solve this problem is to: Given a particular fault
combination, go through all input signals one by one, and do the following:
Set the specific input signal to absent, and let all other input signals vary
freely. Check if the fault combination can lead to failure. If so, the input
signal is not necessary. If not, the input signal is necessary.

To determine sufficiency, a similar method is used: Set the input signal
to present and all other input signals to absent. Checks if the fault combi-
nation can lead to the failure. In that case, the input signal is sufficient. If
not, it is not sufficient.

The problem with this approach is that for each input signal a copy
of the Esterel model has to be opened, edited, saved, compiled and veri-
fied. Moreover, the whole process has to be performed twice (once for the
sufficiency test and once for the necessity test).

7.2.2 A more efficient approach

An alternative to the naive approach is to find all minimal paths to the
failure, assuming that the fault combination is active. This is done using
the Esvtcg tool, or rather its feature called Output Coverage. Recall from
chapter 4 that this mode is used to retrieve all ”minimal” sequences of
regular input signal which lead to a certain observer output signal being
emitted.

Now we are ready to have a look on the idea behind the algorithm for
finding the sufficient and necessary input signals.
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We take the model, and make a certain fault combination active, and
set all other faults to passive, and let the input signals vary freely. Then
we can use the output coverage mode of Esvtcg to check the relationship
between the status of the input signals and the failure, when a certain fault
combination is active.

By analyzing the tests that are listed in the report from Esvtcg, we can
draw some conclusions. The following are used in the analysis:

1. Is input signal X in all tests? If not, X is not necessary

2. Is input signal X the only input signal in at least one tick, in all tests?
If so, it is necessary.

3. Is input signal X the only input signal in at least one test? If so, it
is sufficient. If not, it is not sufficient.

4. Are several input signals determined to be sufficient? If so, no input
signals are necessary.

After applying these rules to the output coverage file, we have a report
for all input signals, stating whether they are sufficient or not. The report
also says whether an input signal is necessary or not.

It is trivial to see why these rules are correct. However, there might
be rules which have not been included, and could make the algorithm even
more efficient. The important thing is that these rules are correct, and can
be used to draw correct conclusions. Also, no claims of completeness are
made here. The issue of completeness for determining all necessary and
sufficient input combinations is obviously dependent on the quality of the
Esvtcg tool test coverage and is outside the scope of this work.

One rule which is tempting to use, which would lead to incorrect con-
clusions is an extended version of rule 1:

”Is input signal X in all tests? If so, X is necessary. If not, X is not
necessary.”

That this is incorrect is clear, since Esvtcg only reports the minimal test
cases, where minimal refers to the number of ticks/transitions. Therefore
there might exist a test case which leads to failure but is not reported by
Esvtcg. Assume that input signal X is active in all test cases but this one.
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If the suggested rule was applied, it would lead to the conclusion that input
signal X is necessary, although it is not.

Another rule which is tempting to add is ”Are several input signals
determined to be necessary? If so, none of these signals are sufficient.”
(analogous with rule 4). The rule is correct, but it is redundant, since the
sufficiency of all input signals has already been determined by rule 3.

Clearly, the order in which the rules are applied affects the performance
of the algorithm. For instance, rule 4 does not use the results produced by
Esvtcg themselves, but rather the results produced by rule 3. Results from
one rule (for instance rule 1) be incorporated to make application of the
next rule (for instance rule 2) to fewer cases (and thereby faster). It might
be possible to improve performance of the algorithm further, by changing
the order that the rules are implemented.

When the four rules have been applied by the algorithm, it continues
by applying the naive approach to determine the necessity of the input
signals which have not been determined yet. Note that the four rules
always determine the sufficiency of all input signals, but is not guaranteed
to determine the necessity of all input signals. Therefore, all input signals
which have not been determined to be necessary or not necessary, are tested
using the naive approach (to determine whether they are necessary or not).

So let us make a summary of how the algorithm works:
We take the model, and make a certain fault combination active, and

set all other faults to passive, and let the input signals vary freely. Then we
can use the output coverage mode of Esvtcg generate a file with all minimal
paths which lead to failure. We then apply four rules to the file, and thus
retrieve information about which input signals have to be active for the fault
combination to lead to failure, and which input signals activity is sufficient
for the fault combination to lead to failure. If there are input signals for
which we have not been able to determine whether they are necessary or
not for the fault combination to lead to failure, we go on to apply the naive
approach (to test the necessity of that fault signal explicitly).

To summarize, The purpose of this algorithm is to determine which
input signals are sufficient or necessary for a certain fault combination to
be critical. Finally, it can tell whether the fault combination would be
critical regardless of which input signals are active.
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Chapter 8

Testing and evaluation

The tool was tested by using its features to analyze the fault tolerance
of two different models. The first test case was an existing Esterel model
of a real system: a sub-system of the multi-role aircraft JAS 39 Gripen,
developed by SAAB AB, which should prevent hydraulic leakage. The
other test case models a simple, imaginary, system. This second model is
analyzed to illustrate some of the functionality of the tool, which could not
be illustrated by analyzing the first test case model.

8.1 Test case I: leakage detection subsystem

This Esterel model was initially developed as a case study as a part of
Jerker Hammarbergs thesis work in 2002 [Ham02], at Linköpings Univer-
sity. It is a model of a hydraulic leakage detection subsystem of the JAS 39
Gripen aircraft. The subsystem should detect and stop leakages in two hy-
draulic systems. The primary hydraulic system (HS1) is almost duplicated
by a secondary hydraulic system (HS2), to give fault tolerance. When a
leakage has been detected, the valves are shut off in sequence to deter-
mine which part of the hydraulic system is leaking. When the leakage has
been located, the corresponding shut-off valve remains closed, to prevent
further leakage. In this way the hydraulic pressure is preserved, and the
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hydraulic system can continue to give mechanical power to moving parts of
the aircraft. The three main parts of the leakage detection subsystem are
the hydraulic electronic control unit (H-ECU) and two programmable logic
devices (PLD1 and PLD2). The former reads the sensor values, determines
leakages, starts shut-off sequences. The programmable logic devices make
sure that not more than one valve can close at the same time. This provides
necessary fault tolerance and is a safety related property: if several valves
close simultaneously, it might be impossible to control the aircraft. The
model is illustrated in figure 8.1, and the verification bench for analyzing
it, is illustrated in figure 8.1.

Figure 8.1: The Esterel model of the subsystem. [Ham02]

During this thesis work, some minor changes were made to the model.
One example is the compensation for the differences between Esterel v.5
and Esterel v.7 (the model was originally built in Esterel v.5, whereas
Esterel v.7 was used during this thesis work). The behavior of the model
should remain the same. The code to the original model is included in
[Ham02]. The revised code is listed in Appendix X to this thesis.

The results of Jerker Hammarbergs manual formal verification using
Esterel Studio, expressed in his thesis, match the results of the automatic
analysis performed by the tool:
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Figure 8.2: The verification bench for analyzing the model. [Ham02]

To verify the safety of this system, we must verify that all shut-off valves
can be closed when necessary, but two shut-off valves must not be closed
simultaneously.

• The components do not contain design faults causing violation of the
property.

• No combination of the twelve valve faults can cause violation of the
property.

• The only double fault violating the property was shown to be when
both the H-ECU and PLD-2 are faulty.

The analysis of this test case demonstrates how the fault tolerance of a
real system, modeled and designed in Esterel code, can be analyzed using
the tool produced during this thesis work, using an efficient and automatic
approach.

A result report from analysis of this model can be found in appendix
D.
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8.2 Test case II: A synthetic example

The model is very simple and does not model a real system. Let us assume
that it is a subsystem for calculations, within a safety-critical system. The
system has 8 input signals with data which are processed in the calculations,
and 4 input signals which represent environmental parameters that affect
the calculations. That is, they are not used in the calculations themselves,
but affects how the calculations are done. Within the subsystem, there
are 4 components which do one type of calculation each. The subsystem
delivers three separate values resulting from the calculations. All of them
have to be delivered correctly at each time, otherwise there is a system
failure. An illustration of the system is shown in figure 8.2.

The system can be described as follows:

Modules:

C1, C2, C3, C4: calculation components

Input:

w, x, y, z:

the environmental parameters of the subsystem

A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H:

the data variables which are to be processed

Output:

d1, d2, d3: the final results of the calculations

The safety property of the subsystem can be expressed like this:

"both d1, d2, and d3

must be calculated correctly at every time (in every tick)"

There is one safety property for each of d1, d2 and d3 as well. Thus we
can analyze their fault tolerance separately as well.
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Figure 8.3: The calculations performed by the subsystem results in three
variables, using four calculation components and eight data input variables

8.2.1 Functional overview

The calculation of d1

D1 is calculated using the components C1 and C2, from the data A, B and
C. The environmental parameter z affects the use of C1. If z is true, the
calculation made by C1 will be successful only if the current values of both
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A and B are are correct. If z is false, C1 will perform the calculation suc-
cessfully as long as at least one of A and B are correct. The result from
C1 is used together with data C, in machine C2. For the resulting variable
d1 to be correct, the result of the C1 calculation must be successful, AND
the current data C must be correct.

The calculation of d2

D2 is calculated using C3 and C2. In C3 the input data D, E, and F are
used. If any of the environmental parameters x and y are present, the
current value of F, as well as at least one of D or E, has to be correct for
the calculation made by C3 to be successful. On the other hand, if neither
of x nor y are true, the current values of at least two of D, E and F must
be correct. The result from C3 is used together with A in C2. For the
resulting variable d2 to be correct, the result of the C3 calculation must
correct, AND the current data A must be correct.

The calculation of d3

D3 is calculated using C4 only. C4 is very similar to C3, in the sense that
3 data signals are used, and that two environmental parameters affects
the demands on the way the calculation is done. B, G and H are the data
signals. If both z and w are true, the current value of G has to be correct,
as well as the current value of at least one of the other data signals, for the
calculation of d3 to be of successful. Unless z and w are true, the current
value of at least two of the three data signals must be correct, for d3 to be
correct.

The full code listing for this model can be found in appendix C.
A verification bench was modeled around the model, with fault signals,

fault modes (one for each data input variable and one for each component)
and observers (one for each product, and one which monitors all products,
and alerts us if any of the products fail).

The tool and the verification bench were used to analyze the fault tol-
erance of the model, and in that way to test the tool. To test that the tool
(and the test case model) really worked as intended the following steps were
taken:
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1. To express the expected result of the analysis as clear textual state-
ments.

2. To use the features of the tool to analyze the properties of the model
automatically.

3. To analyze the features of the test case manually in Esterel Studio,
to make sure that the tool comes up with the same conclusions.

The results from step 2 and 3 matched the expected results expressed
in step 1 perfectly. All the functional requirements on the tool were tested
with a successful result in this process.

A report from the analysis of which single faults and double fault combi-
nations that make the model unable to satisfy the safety property, will serve
as an example. The analysis included generation of additional information.

VERIFICATION IN PROGRESS...

VERIFYING THAT THE MODEL CANNOT FAIL IF NO FAULTS ARE ACTIVE:

THE MODEL DOES NOT FAIL, AS LONG AS NO FAULTS ARE ACTIVE.

NOW THE VERIFICATION OF THE FAULT TOLERANCE WILL START.

SEARCHING FOR LEVEL 1 FAULT COMBINATIONS WHICH LEAD TO FAILURE

SUMMARY OF THE SEARCH FOR LEVEL 1 FAULT COMBINATIONS:

THERE ARE NO LEVEL 1 FAULT COMBINATIONS!

SEARCHING FOR LEVEL 2 FAULT COMBINATIONS WHICH LEAD TO FAILURE

***

FaultC2

FaultC4

***

Information about the relationship between
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this fault signal combination and the input signals:

The fault combination is critical

regardless of the status of the input signals.

***

FaultA

FaultC4

***

Information about the relationship between

this fault signal combination and the input signals:

The criticality of this fault combination depends

on the status of regular input signal(s):

signalw: Necessary: NO, ... Sufficient: NO

signalx: Necessary: NO, ... Sufficient: NO

signaly: Necessary: NO, ... Sufficient: NO

signalz: Necessary: YES, ... Sufficient: YES

***

FaultA

FaultG

***

Information about the relationship between

this fault signal combination and the input signals:

The criticality of this fault combination depends

on the status of regular input signal(s):

signalw: Necessary: YES, ... Sufficient: NO

signalx: Necessary: NO, ... Sufficient: NO

signaly: Necessary: NO, ... Sufficient: NO

signalz: Necessary: YES, ... Sufficient: NO

***

FaultG

FaultC2

***

Information about the relationship between

this fault signal combination and the input signals:

The criticality of this fault combination depends

on the status of regular input signal(s):

signalw: Necessary: YES, ... Sufficient: NO
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signalx: Necessary: NO, ... Sufficient: NO

signaly: Necessary: NO, ... Sufficient: NO

signalz: Necessary: YES, ... Sufficient: NO

SUMMARY OF THE SEARCH FOR LEVEL 2 FAULT COMBINATIONS:

THESE ARE THE FAULT COMBINATIONS

WHICH LEAD TO FAILURE ON THIS LEVEL:

FaultC2 AND FaultC4

FaultA AND FaultC4

FaultA AND FaultG

FaultG AND FaultC2

8.3 Non-functional requirements testing

Regarding the non functional requirements on performance of the tool, the
following conclusion can be made. Both when analyzing the real-life test
case and when analyzing the synthetic example, the performance of the
tool was good.

The following testing was performed using a PC with a Pentium 4 1.70
GHz processor, 1024 MB RAM: To find all single faults, double fault com-
binations and triple fault combinations that lead to a certain failure of the
synthetic model (which has 16 input signals and 290 lines of code), took
1.10 minutes, compared to 3.30 minutes for the real-life model (25 input
signals and 614 lines of code). So, a real test case was analyzed by the
tool within a short time, without any interactions with the user. The fact
that the time the analysis takes grows with the number of input signals
was fully expected. The requirements on tool development process, com-
patibility and deployment, and user interface have been met as well.



8.3. Non-functional requirements testing
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Chapter 9

Conclusions and future
work

9.1 Conclusions

In Chapter 1, the objective was stated as follows:

This thesis will present the implementation of a support tool for Es-
terel Studio with functionality for creating verification benches for Esterel
models, performing automatic formal verification of fault tolerance, gener-
ation of fault trees from the verification result, and generation of additional
information about critical fault combinations. In particular, this thesis will:

• Demonstrate how fault tolerance analysis based on formal verification
can be automated and used on Esterel models.

• Demonstrate how FTA-like fault trees can be generated from the
results of this automated fault tolerance analysis.

• Demonstrate that interesting attributes of the relationship between
a critical fault combination and the input signals can be generated
automatically as well.



9.1. Conclusions

By implementing a support tool for Esterel Studio with the features
stated in the first part of the objective, the three last parts of the objective
have been met as well.

As stated in the problem formulation in Chapter 1, this thesis should
help answering the following questions:

• Could formal verification of fault tolerance of Esterel models be au-
tomated?

• Could a fault tree-like representation of the result of this fault toler-
ance analysis be generated automatically?

• Apart from the critical fault combinations which are reported from
the automated verification, can additional useful information be gen-
erated automatically as well?

The answers to the questions are:
A support tool for Esterel Studio has been developed. It can do auto-

mated formal verification of fault tolerance of Esterel models. It is truly
automated, in the sense that once the user has made the settings according
to his preferences, and started the verification, it requires no interaction
with the user whatsoever. It can generate fault trees from the result of the
automated verification, which are saved in a format suitable for importing
into a safety engineering tool for further analysis.

To support the engineer in a more elaborate analysis, the tool can report
whether a certain fault combination is critical (would lead to the failure)
regardless of the state of the normal input signals to the system. If not, it
produces a report with the following information about every normal input
signal:

• Is it necessary to be active (for the fault combination to be critical)?

• Is it sufficient for this input signal to be active (for the fault combi-
nation to be critical)?

This is just one example of the additional information (apart from the
fault tree) which could be extracted from the result of the automated formal
verification. The question about which information to generate and how
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to present was discussed in Chapter 5. However, the main point is: more
information of interest, than just the combinations of faults which might
lead to failure, can be generated by utilizing the functionality for formal
verification provided by Esterel Studio. The feature with sufficient and
required input signals serves as an example of this.

9.2 Future work

• Regarding the question about which information to generate and in
which form to present it, in addition to fault trees: it would be very
interesting to do a more thorough investigation in this field, for in-
stance in the form of interviews with professional design engineers.
What are their needs? Which information would they like to be able
to retrieve from the tool? In which form?

• The performance of the algorithm for retrieving necessary and suf-
ficient input signals could possibly be improved by optimizing the
order in which the rules (see page 81) are applied.

• Here follows some suggestions on how the tool which was developed
during this thesis work could be extended:

– In the tool, the verification benches are modeled textually by
adding Esterel code for observers and fault modes to the Esterel
code for the model. This works well, but a feature for graphical
modeling of verification benches would make the tool more easy
to use.

– A graphical feature which would raise the usability of the tool is
a fault mode library, from which different types of faults could
be dragged and dropped into the system.

– The tool can be packed as a plug-in for Eclipse, instead of being
a stand alone application.



9.2. Future work
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Appendix A

Menu items

Set file to verify

This menu is used to specify which file should be analyzed. Which model
is analyzed is not dependent on which files are open in internal windows of
the tool, but on which file is specified in this menu. Thus, the user can edit
several models, or several versions of the same model, at the same time,
without causing problems in regards of the verification.

Set level

By level, we mean when the fault tolerance analysis should stop, for instance
after double fault combinations (level 2) or triple fault combinations (level
3). The default level is 2.

Set observer name

In a test bench there are often more than one observer, where each ob-
server monitors the model for a particular failure (it monitors a property,
and checks if the model breaches the property). Before doing the verifica-
tion, the tool must be told with respect to which failure it should verify
the model. Therefore, the corresponding observer name should be chosen
(using this menu) before trying to run a verification.



Select fault mode signals

Neither Esterel nor this tool can tell which of the models´ input signals rep-
resent normal input, and which represent fault mode switches. Therefore,
the user can use this menu to select the input signals which are fault mode
signals by ticking the boxes next to those input signals. Thus, the unticked
boxes represent normal input signals. All boxes are ticked by default.

Select model checker

This menu is used to select which model checker will be used in the verifi-
cation, SAT or BDD (see chapter 4.2.1). The default is SAT.
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Retrieve additional information?

Using this menu, the user can specify whether he or she wants the retrieve
additional information about the fault combinations which are found during
the analysis. The default choice is YES. By choosing NO, the user could
make the verification as a whole a little bit quicker.

Set verification mode

When modeling a test bench, the observers normally represent failures.
This means that the verification normally is supposed to answer the ques-
tion ”Possibly present?”, since we would like to prove that the failure cannot
occur. However, test benches can just as well be used to check if something
good always is true for a system. Therefore, the tool provides the option to
check ”Possibly absent?” instead. The default setting is ”Possibly present?”.

Verify

This menu item is the key to the benefits of this tool! It is used to start the
verification of the model. Prior to doing this verification, some of the set-
tings mentioned above, must be made. All the results of the verification are
displayed in the comments window in the topmost part of the workspace.

Cancel operation in progress

This menu item is to be used when a verification session takes too long
time, and the user wants it to be cancelled.

Export fault tree

When a verification is completed, the result can be exported in the form
of a fault tree. The fault tree is saved in a Microsoft Excel file, which can
be used to import the fault tree into Item ToolKit.
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Appendix B

Java source code for the
tool

begin

for (int z: 1..L) loop

copy(TB, "TB_copy_" + z + ".strl");

addLevelRestriction("TB_copy_" + z + ".strl", z);

end loop;

for (int x: 1..L) loop

boolean moreCriticalCombinationsExistOnCurrentLevel = true;

while (moreCriticalCombinationsExistOnCurrentLevel) loop

verified = modelCheck("TB_copy_" + x + ".strl");



if not(verified)

CE = retrieveCE("TB_copy_" + x + ".strl");

FS = getFaultSignalsInCE(CE);

if (FS.length > x)

candidates = getCandidates(CE);

boolean criticalcandidatefound = false;

for (i: 1..candidates.length) loop

copy("TB_copy_" + x + ".strl", "Current_TB.strl");

makeCombinationActiveOnly

("Current_TB.strl", candidates[i]);

candidateVerified = modelCheck("Current_TB.strl");

if not(candidateVerified)

criticalCombinations =

registerCriticalCombination

(candidates[i], criticalCombinations);

criticalcandidatefound = true;

for (y: x..L) loop

restrictTestBenchWithFaultCombination

(candidates[i], "TB_copy_" + y + ".strl");

end loop;
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end if;

end loop;

if not(criticalcandidatefound)

resultSequences =

registerCriticalSequence(candidates, resultSequences);

for (y: x..L) loop

restrictTestBenchWithFaultSequence

(candidates, "TB_copy_" + y + ".strl");

end loop;

end if;

else

comb = getCriticalCombination(CE);

criticalCombinations =

registerCombination(comb, criticalCombinations);

for (y: x..L) loop

restrictTestBenchWithFaultCombination

(comb, "TB_copy_" + y + ".strl");

end loop;

end if;

else



moreCriticalCombinationsExistOnCurrentLevel = false;

end if;

end loop;

end loop;

return (criticalCombinations, criticalSequences);

end;
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Appendix C

Esterel code for the
synthetic example

main module Calculation:

input FaultA;

input FaultB;

input FaultC;

input FaultD;

input FaultE;

input FaultF;

input FaultG;

input FaultH;

input FaultC1;

input FaultC2;

input FaultC3;

input FaultC4;

input signalw;

input signalx;

input signaly;

input signalz;



output d1;

output d2;

output d3;

%TEMPORARY MARKUP

% Observer outputs

output failure_alarm;

output failure_d1;

output failure_d2;

output failure_d3;

signal

A,

B,

C,

D,

E,

F,

G,

H,

CorrectC1,

CorrectC2,

CorrectC3,

CorrectC4,

resC1,

resC3

in

run C1 [

signal A / A;

signal B / B;

signal CorrectC1 / CorrectC1;

signal resC1 / resC1;

signal signalz / signalz
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]

||

loop

if not(FaultC1) then emit CorrectC1 end if

each tick

||

loop

if not(FaultA) then emit A end if;

if not(FaultB) then emit B end if;

if not(FaultC) then emit C end if;

if not(FaultD) then emit D end if;

if not(FaultE) then emit E end if;

if not(FaultF) then emit F end if;

if not(FaultG) then emit G end if;

if not(FaultH) then emit H end if;

each tick

||

run C2 [

signal A / A;

signal C / C;

signal resC1 / resC1;

signal resC3 / resC3;

signal CorrectC2 / CorrectC2;

signal d1 / d1;

signal d2 / d2

]

||

loop

if not(FaultC2) then emit CorrectM2 end if

each tick

||

run C3 [

signal D / D;

signal E / E;

signal F / F;

signal CorrectC3 / CorrectC3;



signal resC3 / resC3;

signal signalx / signalx;

signal signaly/signaly

]

||

loop

if not(FaultC3) then emit CorrectC3 end if

each tick

||

run C4 [

signal B / B;

signal G / G;

signal H / H;

signal CorrectC4 / CorrectC4;

signal d3 / d3;

signal signalw / signalw;

signal signalz / signalz

]

||

loop

if not(FaultC4) then emit CorrectC4 end if

each tick

||

loop

run Observer [

signal d1 / d1;

signal d2 / d2;

signal d3 / d3;

signal failure_d1 / failure_d1;

signal failure_d2 / failure_d2;

signal failure_d3 / failure_d3;

signal failure_alarm / failure_alarm

];

each tick

end signal;
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end module

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

module C1:

% Real inputs

input A;

input B;

input CorrectC1;

input signalz;

% Sensors

output resC1;

loop

if signalz then

if (CorrectC1 and

(A and B)) then

emit resC1

end if

else

if (CorrectC1 and

(A or B)) then

emit resC1

end if;

end if;

each tick

end module

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

module C2:

% Real inputs



input A;

input C;

input resC1;

input resC3;

input CorrectC2;

% Sensors

output d1;

output d2;

loop

if (CorrectC2 and (resC3 and A)) then

emit d2

end if;

if (CorrectC2 and (resC1 and C)) then

emit d1

end if;

each tick

end module

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

module C3:

% Real inputs

input D;

input E;

input F;

input CorrectC3;

input signalx;

input signaly;

% Sensors

output resC3;
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loop

if (signalx or signaly) then

if (CorrectM3 and F and (D or E)) then

emit resM3

end if;

else

if (CorrectM3 and ((D and E) or

(D and F) or (E and F))) then

emit resM3

end if;

end if;

each tick

end module

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

module C4:

% Real inputs

input B;

input H;

input G;

input signalw;

input signalz;

input CorrectC4;

% Sensors

output d3;

loop

if (signalz and signalw) then

if (CorrectC4 and G and (B or H)) then

emit d3

end if;

else

if (CorrectC4 and ((B and H) or



(B and G) or (H and G))) then

emit d3

end if;

end if;

each tick

end module

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

module Observer:

input d1;

input d2;

input d3;

output failure_alarm;

output failure_d1;

output failure_d2;

output failure_d3;

if (not(d1) and not(d2) and not(d3)) then

emit failure_alarm

end if;

if (not(d1)) then

emit failure_d1

end if;

if (not(d2)) then

emit failure_d2

end if;

if (not(d3)) then

emit failure_d3

end if;

end module
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Appendix D

Esterel code for the
hydraulic subsystem

% ========== Main model ==========

main module Main:

%(Valued sensors to HECU)

input HS1belowFirstLimit;

input HS2belowFirstLimit;

input HS1belowSecondLimit;

input HS2belowSecondLimit;

% Final shut-off signals

output HS1B_Closed;

output HS1C_Closed;

output HS2B_Closed;

output HS2C_Closed;

% Fault modes

input FaultCut_1B;

input FaultValveGround_1B;



input FaultHECUGround_1B;

input FaultCut_1C;

input FaultValveGround_1C;

input FaultHECUGround_1C;

input FaultCut_2B;

input FaultValveGround_2B;

input FaultHECUGround_2B;

input FaultCut_2C;

input FaultValveGround_2C;

input FaultHECUGround_2C;

% Big fault modes

% Arbitrary input sources for faults

input ArbitraryPLD1_1;

input ArbitraryPLD2_1;

input ArbitraryPLD2_2;

input ArbitraryPLD2_3;

input ArbitraryPLD2_4;

input ArbitraryHECU_1;

input ArbitraryHECU_2;

input ArbitraryHECU_3;

input ArbitraryHECU_4;

%TEMPORARY MARKUP

% Observer outputs

output TwoClosedAlarm;

output TwoClosedAlarmTwice;

signal

% Wires from HECU to PLD2 and valves (low side)

ShutOffLow_1B,

ShutOffLow_1C,

ShutOffLow_2B,

ShutOffLow_2C,
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% Wires from PLD2 to valves (high side)

ShutOffHigh_1B,

ShutOffHigh_1C,

ShutOffHigh_2B,

ShutOffHigh_2C,

% Wires from valves to PLD1

HighPowerSense_1B,

HighPowerSense_1C,

HighPowerSense_2B,

HighPowerSense_2C,

LowPowerSense_1B,

LowPowerSense_1C,

LowPowerSense_2B,

LowPowerSense_2C,

% Wires from valves to PLD2

CurrentSense_1B,

CurrentSense_1C,

CurrentSense_2B,

CurrentSense_2C,

% CheckOK (from PLD1 to HECU)

% and Enable (from HECU to PLD2)

CheckOK,

% Correct output values

% Equal to the wire counterparts

% if the component works properly

% HECU

Correct_ShutOffLow_1B,

Correct_ShutOffLow_1C,

Correct_ShutOffLow_2B,

Correct_ShutOffLow_2C,



% PLD1

Correct_CheckOK,

% PLD2

Correct_ShutOffHigh_1B,

Correct_ShutOffHigh_1C,

Correct_ShutOffHigh_2B,

Correct_ShutOffHigh_2C

in

% Connect HECU

run HECU [

signal HS1belowFirstLimit / HS1belowFirstLimit;

signal HS1belowSecondLimit / HS1belowSecondLimit;

signal HS2belowFirstLimit / HS2belowFirstLimit;

signal HS2belowSecondLimit / HS2belowSecondLimit;

signal Correct_ShutOffLow_1B / ShutOff_1B;

signal Correct_ShutOffLow_1C / ShutOff_1C;

signal Correct_ShutOffLow_2B / ShutOff_2B;

signal Correct_ShutOffLow_2C / ShutOff_2C;

signal CheckOK / CheckOK

]

% Model faulty HECU

||

loop

if (ArbitraryHECU_1 or ArbitraryHECU_2

or ArbitraryHECU_3 or ArbitraryHECU_4) then

if ArbitraryHECU_1 then emit ShutOffLow_1B end if;

if ArbitraryHECU_2 then emit ShutOffLow_1C end if;

if ArbitraryHECU_3 then emit ShutOffLow_2B end if;

if ArbitraryHECU_4 then emit ShutOffLow_2C end if

else
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if Correct_ShutOffLow_1B then emit ShutOffLow_1B end if;

if Correct_ShutOffLow_1C then emit ShutOffLow_1C end if;

if Correct_ShutOffLow_2B then emit ShutOffLow_2B end if;

if Correct_ShutOffLow_2C then emit ShutOffLow_2C end if

end if

each tick

% Connect PLD1

||

run PLD1 [

signal HighPowerSense_1B / HighPowerSense_1B;

signal HighPowerSense_1C / HighPowerSense_1C;

signal HighPowerSense_2B / HighPowerSense_2B;

signal HighPowerSense_2C / HighPowerSense_2C;

signal LowPowerSense_1B / LowPowerSense_1B;

signal LowPowerSense_1C / LowPowerSense_1C;

signal LowPowerSense_2B / LowPowerSense_2B;

signal LowPowerSense_2C / LowPowerSense_2C;

signal Correct_CheckOK / CheckOK

]

% Model faulty PLD1

||

loop

if ArbitraryPLD1_1 then

if ArbitraryPLD1_1 then emit CheckOK end if

else

if Correct_CheckOK then emit CheckOK end if

end if

each tick

% Connect PLD2

||

run PLD2 [

signal CheckOK / CheckOK;



signal ShutOffLow_1B / ShutOffRequest_1B;

signal ShutOffLow_1C / ShutOffRequest_1C;

signal ShutOffLow_2B / ShutOffRequest_2B;

signal ShutOffLow_2C / ShutOffRequest_2C;

signal CurrentSense_1B / CurrentSense_1B;

signal CurrentSense_1C / CurrentSense_1C;

signal CurrentSense_2B / CurrentSense_2B;

signal CurrentSense_2C / CurrentSense_2C;

signal Correct_ShutOffHigh_1B / ShutOff_1B;

signal Correct_ShutOffHigh_1C / ShutOff_1C;

signal Correct_ShutOffHigh_2B / ShutOff_2B;

signal Correct_ShutOffHigh_2C / ShutOff_2C

]

% Model faulty PLD2 %%

||

loop

if (ArbitraryPLD2_1 or ArbitraryPLD2_2

or ArbitraryPLD2_3 or ArbitraryPLD2_4) then

if ArbitraryPLD2_1 then emit ShutOffHigh_1B end if;

if ArbitraryPLD2_2 then emit ShutOffHigh_1C end if;

if ArbitraryPLD2_3 then emit ShutOffHigh_2B end if;

if ArbitraryPLD2_4 then emit ShutOffHigh_2C end if

else

% I removed the pre(..):s here

if Correct_ShutOffHigh_1B then emit ShutOffHigh_1B end if;

if Correct_ShutOffHigh_1C then emit ShutOffHigh_1C end if;

if Correct_ShutOffHigh_2B then emit ShutOffHigh_2B end if;

if Correct_ShutOffHigh_2C then emit ShutOffHigh_2C end if

end if

each tick

% Valve 1B

||
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run Valve [

signal ShutOffHigh_1B / ShutOffHigh;

signal ShutOffLow_1B / ShutOffLow;

signal FaultCut_1B / FaultCut;

signal FaultValveGround_1B / FaultValveGround;

signal FaultHECUGround_1B / FaultHECUGround;

signal HS1B_Closed / ValveClosed;

signal CurrentSense_1B / CurrentSense;

signal HighPowerSense_1B / HighPowerSense;

signal LowPowerSense_1B / LowPowerSense

]

% Valve 1C

||

run Valve [

signal ShutOffHigh_1C / ShutOffHigh;

signal ShutOffLow_1C / ShutOffLow;

signal FaultCut_1C / FaultCut;

signal FaultValveGround_1C / FaultValveGround;

signal FaultHECUGround_1C / FaultHECUGround;

signal HS1C_Closed / ValveClosed;

signal CurrentSense_1C / CurrentSense;

signal HighPowerSense_1C / HighPowerSense;

signal LowPowerSense_1C / LowPowerSense

]

% Valve 2B

||

run Valve [

signal ShutOffHigh_2B / ShutOffHigh;

signal ShutOffLow_2B / ShutOffLow;

signal FaultCut_2B / FaultCut;

signal FaultValveGround_2B / FaultValveGround;

signal FaultHECUGround_2B / FaultHECUGround;

signal HS2B_Closed / ValveClosed;

signal CurrentSense_2B / CurrentSense;



signal HighPowerSense_2B / HighPowerSense;

signal LowPowerSense_2B / LowPowerSense

]

% Valve 2C

||

run Valve [

signal ShutOffHigh_2C / ShutOffHigh;

signal ShutOffLow_2C / ShutOffLow;

signal FaultCut_2C / FaultCut;

signal FaultValveGround_2C / FaultValveGround;

signal FaultHECUGround_2C / FaultHECUGround;

signal HS2C_Closed / ValveClosed;

signal CurrentSense_2C / CurrentSense;

signal HighPowerSense_2C / HighPowerSense;

signal LowPowerSense_2C / LowPowerSense

]

% --- Observers ---

% Two valves can’t be closed simultaneously

||

loop

run AtLeastTwo [

signal HS1B_Closed / I1;

signal HS1C_Closed / I2;

signal HS2B_Closed / I3;

signal HS2C_Closed / I4;

signal TwoClosedAlarm / Return

];

each tick

% Two valves can’t be closed simultaneously twice

||

await TwoClosedAlarm;

await TwoClosedAlarm;

emit TwoClosedAlarmTwice
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end signal

end module

% ========== Valve model ==========

module Valve:

% Real inputs

input ShutOffHigh;

input ShutOffLow;

% Fault modes

input FaultCut;

input FaultValveGround;

input FaultHECUGround;

% Sensors

output CurrentSense;

output HighPowerSense;

output LowPowerSense;

% Signals whether valve is physically closed

output ValveClosed;

loop

if (ShutOffHigh and

(((ShutOffLow or FaultHECUGround) and not FaultCut)

or FaultValveGround)) then

emit ValveClosed

else

emit CurrentSense % Active low

end if;



if not(ShutOffHigh) then

emit HighPowerSense % Active Low

end if;

if ShutOffLow or FaultHECUGround or

(FaultValveGround and not FaultCut) then

emit LowPowerSense

end if;

each tick

end module

% ========== Help modules ==========

module AtLeastTwo:

input I1;

input I2;

input I3;

input I4;

output Return;

if (I1 and I2) or (I1 and I3) or (I1 and I4) or

(I2 and I3) or (I2 and I4) or (I3 and I4)

then emit Return

end if

end module

% ========== HECU ==========

module HECU:

% Shut-off valve control

output ShutOff_1B;

output ShutOff_1C;

output ShutOff_2B;
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output ShutOff_2C;

input CheckOK;

% Valued sensors

% Valued inputs

input HS1belowFirstLimit;

input HS2belowFirstLimit;

input HS1belowSecondLimit;

input HS2belowSecondLimit;

signal

EnableShutOff,

ShutOffRequest_2B,

ShutOffRequest_2C

in

% HS1 Monitoring

run HECUGenericLevelMonitor [

signal HS1belowFirstLimit / belowFirstLimit;

signal HS1belowSecondLimit / belowSecondLimit;

signal ShutOff_1B / FirstShutOff;

signal ShutOff_1C / SecondShutOff;

signal EnableShutOff / EnableShutOff

]

% HS2 Monitoring

||

run HECUGenericLevelMonitor [

signal HS2belowFirstLimit / belowFirstLimit;

signal HS2belowSecondLimit / belowSecondLimit;

signal ShutOffRequest_2C / FirstShutOff;

signal ShutOffRequest_2B / SecondShutOff;

signal EnableShutOff / EnableShutOff

]



% Give priority to HS1

||

loop

if ShutOffRequest_2B and not (ShutOff_1B or ShutOff_1C)

then emit ShutOff_2B

end if;

if ShutOffRequest_2C and not (ShutOff_1B or ShutOff_1C)

then emit ShutOff_2C

end if

each tick

% Disable shut-off state

||

emit EnableShutOff;

pause;

loop

if pre(CheckOK) and pre(EnableShutOff) then

emit EnableShutOff

end if

each tick

end signal

end module

% ---------- Generic level monitoring ----------

module HECUGenericLevelMonitor:

constant FirstLimit : double;

constant SecondLimit : double;

%inputs

input EnableShutOff;
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%inputs

input belowFirstLimit;

input belowSecondLimit;

%outputs

output FirstShutOff;

output SecondShutOff;

loop

if EnableShutOff then

if belowFirstLimit then emit FirstShutOff

else

if belowSecondLimit then

emit SecondShutOff

end if

end if

end if

each tick

end module

% ========== PLD 1 & 2 ==========

% ---------- PLD 1 ----------

module PLD1:

input HighPowerSense_1B; % WA_V_POW_1 (active low)

input HighPowerSense_1C; % WA_V_POW_2 (active low)

input HighPowerSense_2B; % WA_V_POW_3 (active low)

input HighPowerSense_2C; % WA_V_POW_4 (active low)

input LowPowerSense_1B; % WA_V_POW_11

input LowPowerSense_1C; % WA_V_POW_11



input LowPowerSense_2B; % WA_V_POW_11

input LowPowerSense_2C; % WA_V_POW_11

output CheckOK; % DISABLE_N

loop

if

(not pre(HighPowerSense_1B) and

not pre(HighPowerSense_1C)) or

(not pre(HighPowerSense_1B) and

not pre(HighPowerSense_2B)) or

(not pre(HighPowerSense_1B) and

not pre(HighPowerSense_2C)) or

(not pre(HighPowerSense_1C) and

not pre(HighPowerSense_2B)) or

(not pre(HighPowerSense_1C) and

not pre(HighPowerSense_2C)) or

(not pre(HighPowerSense_2B) and

not pre(HighPowerSense_2C)) or

(pre(LowPowerSense_1B) and

pre(LowPowerSense_1C)) or

(pre(LowPowerSense_1B) and

pre(LowPowerSense_2B)) or

(pre(LowPowerSense_1B) and

pre(LowPowerSense_2C)) or

(pre(LowPowerSense_1C) and

pre(LowPowerSense_2B)) or

(pre(LowPowerSense_1C) and

pre(LowPowerSense_2C)) or

(pre(LowPowerSense_2B) and

pre(LowPowerSense_2C))

else emit CheckOK

end if

each tick

end module
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% ---------- PLD 2 ----------

module PLD2:

input CheckOK;

input ShutOffRequest_1B;

input ShutOffRequest_1C;

input ShutOffRequest_2B;

input ShutOffRequest_2C;

input CurrentSense_1B;

input CurrentSense_1C;

input CurrentSense_2B;

input CurrentSense_2C;

output ShutOff_1B;

output ShutOff_1C;

output ShutOff_2B;

output ShutOff_2C;

loop

signal

RequestNotOK,

SenseNotOK

in

if (ShutOffRequest_1B and ShutOffRequest_1C) or

(ShutOffRequest_1B and ShutOffRequest_2B) or

(ShutOffRequest_1B and ShutOffRequest_2C) or

(ShutOffRequest_1C and ShutOffRequest_2B) or

(ShutOffRequest_1C and ShutOffRequest_2C) or

(ShutOffRequest_2B and ShutOffRequest_2C) then

emit RequestNotOK

end if;

if (not pre(CurrentSense_1B) and

not pre(CurrentSense_1C)) or



(not pre(CurrentSense_1B) and

not pre(CurrentSense_2B)) or

(not pre(CurrentSense_1B) and

not pre(CurrentSense_2C)) or

(not pre(CurrentSense_1C) and

not pre(CurrentSense_2B)) or

(not pre(CurrentSense_1C) and

not pre(CurrentSense_2C)) or

(not pre(CurrentSense_2B) and

not pre(CurrentSense_2C))

then emit SenseNotOK

end if;

if not RequestNotOK and not SenseNotOK and CheckOK then

% Use pre(CheckOK) to model

% the delay it takes to feed back the

% sensors from the valves.

% Otherwise the program is not constructive.

if ShutOffRequest_1B then

emit ShutOff_1B

end if;

if ShutOffRequest_1C then

emit ShutOff_1C

end if;

if ShutOffRequest_2B then

emit ShutOff_2B

end if;

if ShutOffRequest_2C then

emit ShutOff_2C

end if

end if

end signal

each tick
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end module



Appendix E

Result output from
analysis

The following result output is an example of output produced by the tool.
It was generated when analysing which single faults, double fault combina-
tions and triple fault combinations that make the real-life test case unable
to satisfy the safety property. The generate additional information was not
turned on.

VERIFICATION IN PROGRESS...

VERIFYING THAT THE MODEL CANNOT

FAIL IF NO FAULTS ARE ACTIVE:

THE MODEL DOES NOT FAIL,

AS LONG AS NO FAULTS ARE ACTIVE.

NOW THE VERIFICATION OF

THE FAULT TOLERANCE WILL START.

SEARCHING FOR LEVEL 1 FAULT

COMBINATIONS WHICH LEAD TO FAILURE
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SUMMARY OF THE SEARCH FOR LEVEL 1

FAULT COMBINATIONS:

THERE ARE NO LEVEL 1 FAULT

COMBINATIONS!

SEARCHING FOR LEVEL 2 FAULT

COMBINATIONS WHICH LEAD TO FAILURE

SUMMARY OF THE SEARCH FOR LEVEL 2

FAULT COMBINATIONS:

THERE ARE NO LEVEL 2 FAULT

COMBINATIONS!

SEARCHING FOR LEVEL 3 FAULT

COMBINATIONS WHICH LEAD TO FAILURE

***

FaultValveGround_1B

ArbitraryPLD2_1

ArbitraryPLD2_2

***

***

FaultHECUGround_2B

ArbitraryPLD2_1

ArbitraryPLD2_3

***

***

FaultValveGround_2B

ArbitraryPLD2_1

ArbitraryPLD2_3

***

***

FaultHECUGround_1C

ArbitraryPLD2_1



ArbitraryPLD2_2

***

***

FaultValveGround_2B

ArbitraryPLD2_3

ArbitraryPLD2_4

***

***

FaultHECUGround_2C

ArbitraryPLD2_2

ArbitraryPLD2_4

***

***

FaultHECUGround_2B

ArbitraryPLD2_2

ArbitraryPLD2_3

***

***

FaultValveGround_2B

ArbitraryPLD2_2

ArbitraryPLD2_3

***

***

FaultValveGround_2C

ArbitraryPLD2_2

ArbitraryPLD2_4

***

***

FaultHECUGround_1B

ArbitraryPLD2_1

ArbitraryPLD2_2

***

***

FaultHECUGround_1C

ArbitraryPLD2_2

ArbitraryPLD2_3
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***

***

FaultValveGround_1C

ArbitraryPLD2_2

ArbitraryPLD2_3

***

***

FaultHECUGround_2B

ArbitraryPLD2_3

ArbitraryPLD2_4

***

***

FaultHECUGround_1C

ArbitraryPLD2_2

ArbitraryPLD2_4

***

***

FaultValveGround_1C

ArbitraryPLD2_1

ArbitraryPLD2_2

***

***

FaultHECUGround_2C

ArbitraryPLD2_1

ArbitraryPLD2_4

***

***

FaultValveGround_2C

ArbitraryPLD2_1

ArbitraryPLD2_4

***

***

FaultHECUGround_2C

ArbitraryPLD2_3

ArbitraryPLD2_4

***



***

FaultValveGround_2C

ArbitraryPLD2_3

ArbitraryPLD2_4

***

***

FaultValveGround_1B

ArbitraryPLD2_1

ArbitraryPLD2_3

***

***

FaultHECUGround_1B

ArbitraryPLD2_1

ArbitraryPLD2_3

***

***

FaultValveGround_1B

ArbitraryPLD2_1

ArbitraryPLD2_4

***

***

FaultHECUGround_1B

ArbitraryPLD2_1

ArbitraryPLD2_4

***

***

FaultValveGround_1C

ArbitraryPLD2_2

ArbitraryPLD2_4

***

SUMMARY OF THE SEARCH FOR LEVEL 3 FAULT COMBINATIONS:

THESE ARE THE FAULT COMBINATIONS

WHICH LEAD TO FAILURE ON THIS LEVEL:
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FaultValveGround_1B AND ArbitraryPLD2_1 AND ArbitraryPLD2_2

FaultHECUGround_2B AND ArbitraryPLD2_1 AND ArbitraryPLD2_3

FaultValveGround_2B AND ArbitraryPLD2_1 AND ArbitraryPLD2_3

FaultHECUGround_1C AND ArbitraryPLD2_1 AND ArbitraryPLD2_2

FaultValveGround_2B AND ArbitraryPLD2_3 AND ArbitraryPLD2_4

FaultHECUGround_2C AND ArbitraryPLD2_2 AND ArbitraryPLD2_4

FaultHECUGround_2B AND ArbitraryPLD2_2 AND ArbitraryPLD2_3

FaultValveGround_2B AND ArbitraryPLD2_2 AND ArbitraryPLD2_3

FaultValveGround_2C AND ArbitraryPLD2_2 AND ArbitraryPLD2_4

FaultHECUGround_1B AND ArbitraryPLD2_1 AND ArbitraryPLD2_2

FaultHECUGround_1C AND ArbitraryPLD2_2 AND ArbitraryPLD2_3

FaultValveGround_1C AND ArbitraryPLD2_2 AND ArbitraryPLD2_3

FaultHECUGround_2B AND ArbitraryPLD2_3 AND ArbitraryPLD2_4

FaultHECUGround_1C AND ArbitraryPLD2_2 AND ArbitraryPLD2_4

FaultValveGround_1C AND ArbitraryPLD2_1 AND ArbitraryPLD2_2

FaultHECUGround_2C AND ArbitraryPLD2_1 AND ArbitraryPLD2_4

FaultValveGround_2C AND ArbitraryPLD2_1 AND ArbitraryPLD2_4

FaultHECUGround_2C AND ArbitraryPLD2_3 AND ArbitraryPLD2_4

FaultValveGround_2C AND ArbitraryPLD2_3 AND ArbitraryPLD2_4

FaultValveGround_1B AND ArbitraryPLD2_1 AND ArbitraryPLD2_3

FaultHECUGround_1B AND ArbitraryPLD2_1 AND ArbitraryPLD2_3

FaultValveGround_1B AND ArbitraryPLD2_1 AND ArbitraryPLD2_4

FaultHECUGround_1B AND ArbitraryPLD2_1 AND ArbitraryPLD2_4

FaultValveGround_1C AND ArbitraryPLD2_2 AND ArbitraryPLD2_4


